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ABSTRACT 

Emotionality in environmental decisions is a 

function of the characteristics of the environmental 

planning problem, the decider, and of the situation in 

which decisions occur. This research examined the effects 

of problem and decider characteristics upon the emotionality 

of the decision process and upon decisions. Descriptions 

of a resource management problem were varied in a two by 

four factorial design with two writing style levels 

(emotional and objective) and differential emphasis of two 

pro-development and two pro-preservative issues. Subjects 

read a problem description, made and evaluated confidence 

in a decision, placed the decision on a 156 mm preservation-

development continuum rated, their emotionality on 42 scale 

items, and completed an Environmental Attitude Survey. 

Data analysis indicated that pro-development issue 

emphases resulted in more development decisions and lower 

confidence than pro-preservation emphases. Also, negative 

affect, environmental concern, preservation decisions, and 

confidence were interrelated. Neither independent variable 

affected emotionality, however, possibly due to the 
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effects of the order of experimental instruments on 

salience of emotional response. 

ix 

A second experiment was conducted with half the 

original problem descriptions. Emotions were made more 

salient by asking subjects to complete the emotion scale 

instrument before making or describing their decisions. 

Significantly more preservation decisions were made in this 

second experiment and confidence in decisions increased. 

Increased negative affect was found in the second experiment 

also. 

Three major conclusions were reached. First, 

emotionality is a significant predictor of environmental 

decisions. The weakness of its predictive power may be due 

to the verbal, hypothetical, experimental setting. Second, 

the configuration of preservation decisions, high confidence, 

and negative affect could be related to behavior such as 

environmental activism, and bears further empirical investi

gation. Third, environmental decisions may be highly 

variable and sensitive to differences in situations and 

informational variables. A multi-method approach to study 

of environmental decisions and to gathering of public input 

is advocated. 



INTRODUCTION 

Public participation in resource management decisions, 

mandated by law, has been institutionalized by all land 

management agencies. Public involvement programs have the 

capacity to maximize the benefits of planning decisions in 

two ways. The public has an opportunity to influence 

planning decisions, presumably increasing the chances a 

mutually acceptable option will be followed. Second, if 

public input is obtained and properly interpreted and 

incorporated, confusion and protest will be defused. 

However, the course of public involvement is not 

always smooth. During the seventies communication between 

planners and their constituents has become increasingly 

adversarial. There are abundant reasons for this adversary 

relationship. It is difficult, for example, for planners 

to resolve the interests of heavily polarized groups in a 

single decision (Dana and Fairfax, 1980). Another potential 

source of miscommunication between planners and their 

constituents is the difference between decisions made in 

formal and informal contexts. The formality of decisions 

made hy professional planners and by people participating 

in public involvement programs may constrain subjective, 
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intuitive, and emotional thought processes. Informal 

decisions suffer no such contextual constraints and there

fore may differ. Because the extent and character of this 

difference are not known, planners operate in the absence 

of information about the nature of the environmental deci

sions of their constituents. The research presented in 

this dissertation examines the effects of contextual 

characteristics of the decision process on the emotionality 

of environmental decisions. 

One facet of this contextual discrepancy is the 

difference between the processes by which professionals and 

"amateurs" make decisions. Professional planners operate 

in a legal and scientific planning milieu in which decisions 

and judgments must be defensible, logical, and traceable 

(Alterman and Page, 1973). The Resources Planning Act 

(1974) and the National Forest Management Act (1976) require 

that management goals, policies and regulations are made 

explicit, traceable, and public. In addition, over the 

past two decades, public opposition to some planning 

decisions has increased the frequency of litigation con

cerning controversial decisions (Dana and Fairfax, 1980; 

Lucas, 1976). In anticipation of legal challenge, planning 

decisions must be defensible by the logical criteria of 

the legal system. Furthermore, planning staffs are 

predominantly composed of technicians and scientists whose 
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professional standards are rational and logical (Zube, 1980). 

The;se factors combine to enhance the likelihood that 

professional planners will make decisions and judgments 

th~t can, at least in retrospect, be justified logically 

and, rationally. 

There exists abundant evidence, however, that deci

sions and judgments made in non-professional contexts are 

of~en not logical or rational. Aside from a brief initial 

pe~iod of optimism regarding the logical faculties of 

hurr,ani ty (P~eterson and Beach, 1967), the overwhelming 

cOQsensus of the past two decades of decision research has 

be~n that people are more often irrational than rational. 

Anq.erson (1980), summarizing research which employed formal 

deq.uctive logic as a criterion for decision validity, 

cOQlcuded that subjects not only cannot reach the correct 

lo~ical conclusion over fifty percent of the time, but that 

th~y also refuse to accept that their own logically false 

coq.clusion lis incorrect. Anderson concluded that "subjects' 

laqk of logic reflects a refusal to reason according to the 

ruJ .. es of logic plus an inability to do so (p. 325) ". 

Si~ilarly, Tversky and Kahneman (1974) and Nisbett and 

Ro~s (1980) attribute many judgmental errors to a failure 

to comprehend the laws of probability which predict the 

li4lihood of future events. 



4 
Similarly, other researchers have suggested that, 

while illogical thought processes are rampant, it should be 

possible to eliminate them through proper training. Social 

judgment theory was developed with the express purpose of 

improving judgmental processes (Hammond, Stewart, Brehmer 

and Steinman, 1975). Consistency within and between 

decisions is the major criterion of judgmental accuracy in 

social judgment theory, and the components of judgments are 

objective, rational descriptors of problem characteristics. 

Thus, improving judgment consists of increasing the consis

tency with which people evaluate and manipulate a number of 

variables in producing a decision. 

The most frequent targets of this sort of ,rationality 

training have been professionals who must regularly make and 

defend decisions. Although these professionals are trained 

to generate logical and rational decisions, their constitu

ents, members of the general public generally have had no 

such experience. One source of miscommunication between 

professionals and the general public, then, might be the 

tendency for professionals to dismiss public decisions and 

judgments as irrational or poorly considered. 

A second, more potent, source of interpretation error 

is the participation process itself. Many public involve

ment programs place larger emphasis on the product, or 

decision, rather than on the process by which a decision is 

made. Evidence exists that the thoughts, feelings and 
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experiences which lead to a decision may be as important or 

more important than the decision itself. For example, 

Buhyoff, Wellman and Daniel (1982) report that viewer 

perceptions of forests infested by pine beetles differ 

depending on whether they were informed about insect damage. 

There is often no way to know if consensus, or between

participant consistency in judgments or decisions, is a 

function or an artifact of the evaluation process. Subjects 

of these experiments were in excellent agreement about the 

attractiveness of beetle-infested forests. A planner 

unaware of the process by which those judgments were made 

could easily misinterpret the opinions of the public. 

Similarly Schroeder (1981) found that subjects' assessments 

of the importance of various environmental goals was signi

ficantly affected by the perceived conflict between goals. 

For example, subjects gave a scenic beauty goal low 

importance ratings because they felt that a high importance 

rating for the wilderness goal would ensure scenic beauty. 

Components of decision processes, such as the information 

available or perceived conflict between goals, is as 

important as the decisions and judgments themselves. 

A more subtle problem with public hearings and 

surveys is that logical thought processes are encouraged 

while emotional and intuitive processes, difficult to 

verbalize, are discouraged. Hammond (1982) has proposed 

that analytic thought processes are enhanced by situations 
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in which well-organized information is presented unambigu

ously, and the decision required is a choice between a 

small number of well-defined alternatives. He further 

characterized analytic decisions as highly traceable, 

justifiable, and easily verbalized. Intuitive or emotional 

thought processes ara fostered by the opposite conditions 

and are difficult to trace and verbalize. The usual format 

of a public participation program is to present a brief 

series of alternative plans, each with carefully described 

advantages and disadvantaged. The participant is gen

erally asked to choose one of these alternatives, occasion

ally asked to justify a response, and seldom asked to 

describe the process by which the judgment was made. These 

conditions are more likely to foster analysis and ration

ality than intuition and emotion. 

Thus, the difficulty that professional planners and 

managers have in understanding and interpreting public 

opinions and decisions has two sources. First, the 

decisions made by participants in the context of a formal 

information gathering process may not resemble those made 

informally. That is, the irrationality of everyday 

decisions and judgments of environmental issues may be 

discouraged by the formal objectivity of the public parti

cipation process as it is usually practiced. Second, 

irrationality or emotionality in public opinions and 

decisions may be, at best, not recognized by professional 
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decision makers who operate in the logical, scientific 

planning tradition and who see only stwmary statistics of 

the products of the decision process, or, at worst, 

dismissed as illogical or immaterial. These two forces, 

the discrepancy between informal and formal decisions, and 

the professional disdain for irrational and emotional 

thought processes are potential reasons why environmental 

planning decisions are challenged and disputed, in many 

cases in a court of law, by private individuals and groups. 

The disdain for irrational and emotional thought 

processes is well represented by Gardiner and Edwards (1975) 

who have developed methods explicitly designed to eliminate 

"passionate advocacy" as input to resource management and 

environmental planning decisions. Although their intent 

was to facilitate communication between disparate interest 

groups, including planners, the means they proposed to 

achieve that goal may be less noble. There is a compelling 

practical reason for allowing passionate advocacy to remain 

passionate and dealing with it as such. Even if it is 

possible to train individuals to make consistent, reliable, 

rational, decisions, as has been proposed by Hammond et al. 

(1975) and Gardiner and Edwards (1975), it may not be 

feasible to train the general public to do so. One of the 

most significant problems facing resource managers and 

environmental planners is proper gathering and interpretation 
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of public opinions and decisions. If the public is not 

making exclusively rational and logical decisions regarding 

resource management issues, no amount of training in 

rational decision-making will enable professional managers 

to interpret public input. 

That intuition and emotion dominate normal thought 

processes had rarely been doubted. Many researchers, while 

choosing to study rational cognitive processes, have 

acknowledged that non-rational elements constitute a large 

and meaningful part of overall thought. Miller, Galanter 

and Pribram (1960) estimated that approximately seventy

five percent of mental functions are evaluative and twenty

five percent logica. Newell and Simon (1972) stated that 

"problem solving situations in which ... emotion is not 

aroused would . . . seem austere surroundings in which to 

study psychology (p. 53)." The point these authors make 

is that emotional processes are integral to cognition in 

general. Certainly if this is the case there is a need to 

understand the effects of passion before attempts are made 

to eliminate it. 

Another reason for acknowledging the passion in 

passionate advocacy is because it is probably there for 

good reason. Abelson (1963) theorized that emotion performs 

a useful evaluative function. He noted that the 
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intersection of cognition and affect is the attitude, and 

hypothesized that attitudes determine to a large degree 

which belief system, or rationale for behavior, is adopted. 

Recent psychological theory and empirical research 

has begun to emphasize the adaptive value of the emotional 

components of perception and cognition. Ittleson (1973) 

proposed that perceptual responses to the environment are 

organized by five levels of analysis. He theorized that 

the affective response to environmental stimuli is the 

precursor to the remaining four levels: orientation, 

categorization, systematization, and manipulation. This 

initial emotional response, which can range from mild dis

like or affection to terror or rapture, is a vital determi

nant of orientation in the environment. That is, the 

initial feeling about the environment will dictate the 

secondary cognitive judgment of whether to stay or leave. 

Following Ittleson's lead, others have provided 

empirical evidence for the existence and importance of 

environmental affect. Wohlwill (1976) linked characteris

tics of the environment such as information, complexity, 

and coherence, with affective responses to the environmental 

stimulus. He proposed that an optimal preference response 

is determined by a median level of most environmental 

characteristics. In similar work, Ulrich (1979, 1981) 

found that physiological signs of emotion such as alpha 

brain waves and heart rates are correlated with emotional 
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responses expressed on rating scales, and that both measures 

differentiate environmental stimuli very well. Zajonc 

(1980) and his associates have found that the affective 

response to a stimulus is a significantly better predictor 

of recall accuracy than conscious estimates of recognition. 

In a series of experiments, subjects accurately recognized 

subliminally perceived stimuli at no better than a chance 

level. Their expressed liking for a stimulus, however, 

predicted whether they had actually seen it before at signi

ficantly better than chance levels for verbal, pictorial, 

and auditory stimuli. Zajonc concluded that the evaluative, 

or affective mode of thought is primary in cognition, while 

the more rational modes, such as memory representation, are 

secondary. 

It is significant that all these authors are unified 

in the conclusion that the affective response to the envi

ronment documented by their empirical work is not only a 

common occurrence, but that it has important survival 

value. Emotion is a primary response in two ways. It is 

the first response to a stimulus, and thus precedes colder 

cognitive processes such as orientation or conscious 

recognition. It is also a determinant of further responses. 

The feeling of comfort in, or liking of, an environment 

thus precedes and influences perceptions, thoughts, and 

actions regarding that environment. A "gut reaction" 



to a dangerous situation may gird an organism for the 

appropriate physical or mental response more quickly than 

a rational, but slow, appraisal. Emotion is thus an 

important, even essential, component of any and all 

perceptions, thoughts, and behaviors. 

Moreover, the logically-driven normative models of 

human judgment and decisions have recently met with some 

criticism with regard to the question of adaptive value. 

As one critic of Nisbett and Ross (1980) noted, "if we're 

11 

so dumb, how come we made it to the moon? (p. 249)." 

Implicit in this statement is the notion that human 

decisions and problem solving strategies, even if irrational 

or illogical, must somehow be adaptive or functional or 

the species could not have survived. Simon (1978) and 

Einhorn and Hogarth (1981) have challenged the utility of 

optimal solutions and decisions. A decision or judgment 

may be highly functional and adaptive without necessarily 

being optimal, or near optimal. In addition, a less than 

optimal, but perhaps sufficient decision may be reached 

without unduly stressing the deciding organism (Simon, 

1978). As March noted, "if behavior that apparently 

deviates from standard procedures of calculated rationality 

can be shown to be intelligent, then it can plausibly be 

argued that models of calculated rationality are defi~ient 
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not only as descriptors of human behavior but also as guides 

to intelligent choice (1978, p. 593)." 

Thus, intellignet, adaptive behavior does not 

always strictly follow the laws of logic or rationality. 

In the context of the public participation process, this is 

a fact which is likely to be overlooked due in part to the 

rigors of the process itself, and also to the logical 

standards under which professionals commonly evaluate and 

incorporate public input. Emotion in particular, is viewed 

as an inappropriate, though common, component of informal 

decisions. However, it is emotion which predominates and 

precedes other thoughts and behaviors in "real" environ

ments (Ittleson, 1973; Ulrich, in press; Zajonc, 1980). 

More importantly, emotion, or passionate advocacy, is 

likely to motivate protest and challenge of professional 

resource management and environmental planning decisions and 

judgments (Dana and Farifax, 1980). 

The experiments reported here were designed to 

examine the role of emotionality in environmental decisions 

and judgments. Decisions and judgments are results of the 

complex interaction of the characteristics of the problem, 

the person evaluating the problem, and the context in which 

this occurs. Problem characteristics as simple as 

descriptive lab1es for photographs have been shown to 

influence judgments (Anderson, 1981). In this study, two 



characteristics of a resource management problem were 

manipulated: the writing style in which the problem was 

presented (emotionally loaded vs. logically factual), and 

differential emphasis of four component issues. 
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Characteristics of the decider also influence 

decisions and "judgments. Schroeder (1981) found that pre

conceived attitudes about environmental preservation 

influenced subjects' ratings of the importance of utili

zation and preservation outcomes. A third component of 

decisions is the process by which they are achieved. The 

present research is an exploratory study of the interaction 

of the characteristics of the problem (writing style and 

issue emphasis) and the decider (environmental attitudes), 

the product (decisions), and process (emotion). 



EXPERIMENT ONE 

Method 

Subjects 

University of Arizona students enrolled in any 

of several psychology courses which offered enrollees extra 

c~edit for participation in psychological research served 

as subjects. Most were freshmen and sophomores enrolled 

in Psychology courses which are required for many majors 

and popular optional electives for all students. Subjects 

responded to recruiting notices instructing students to 

appear at the experimenter's office at any time during 

weekday hours set aside for the experiment. Participation 

was voluntary and all 328 subjects completed the experiment 

during a five-day period in December 1982. Forty-one 

subjects were randomly assigned to each of eight experimental 

conditions. 

Stimulus Materials 

A resource management problem was chosen to fit 

several criteria. The design of the experiment required 

differential emphasis of several component issues. It was 

also desirable that the problem be far enough, 

geographically, from the subjects so that issue 

14 
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manipulation would be believable, yet close enough for the 

setting to be familiar and the problem relevant. The 

proposed expansion of the Arizona Snow Bowl (a 777 aere 

ski area located on Forest Service land a few miles north 

of Flagstaff in the San Francisco Peaks of northern Arizona) 

was a problem which satisfied all these criteria. 

The Snow Bowl controversy began when the ski area 

owners and land lease holders requested permission to expand 

and improve services and facilities. In the short run they 

wanted to increase the number of chairlifts and ski runs, 

and improve the access road. Eventually per.mission would 

be sought to add full scale resort accomodations and expand 

ski trails beyond the existing permit boundary. Proponents 

of the expansion emphasized the potential improvement for the 

local and statewide economy and a better, safer recreational 

experience for skiers. Opponents included wilderness 

advocates, and the Navajo and Hopi Indians for whom the 

San Francisco Peaks are sacred (USDA, 1979). 

Eight descriptions of the Snow Bowl controversy 

were written; four in a dry factual style (hereinafter to 

be referred to as the 'cold' writing style), and four in a 

vivid emotional style (to be referred to as the 'hot' style). 

In addition, one of four issues, economics, recreation, 

Indian religion, or wilderness, was emphasized over the 

others in each description. Thus the independent variables 



in this study were writing style (cold, hot) and issue 

emphasis (economics, recreation, Indian religion, and 

wilderness). 
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All eight descriptions were as similar as possible 

except for these experimental manipulations. Each began 

with an introduction describing the location and a brief 

history of the controversy, and ended with a statement of 

pertinent legal issues. All four issues were represented in 

each description, but one was emphasized more than the others. 

A short, one-paragraph description and a more detailed 

three-paragraph description of each issue was written in 

both styles. One long issue description was combined with 

the three remaining short descriptions, the introduction, 

and a summary-conclusion, to generate four overall 

descriptions of the controversy in each writing style. 

Each of the eight descriptions was about three and a half 

typewritten pages in length (see Appendix A). 

Writing style was manipulated while information was 

held constant. Thus the emotional description of the Indian 

religion emphasis contained the same information as the 

unemotional description, but presented in a more vivid 

manner. The cold writing style was adopted from the 

Environmental Impact Statement (USDA, 1979) in which all 

issues were presented factually, without emotion or 

stylistic elaboration. Inspiration for the emotional 



style was taken from letters from the general public 

included in the Environmental Impact Statement, and from 
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the writings of Aldo Leopold and Joseph Wood Krutch. Vivid 

images and emotionally loaded phrases were employed whenever 

possible. Examples of the two writing styles for each issue 

emphasis condition are presented' in Figure 1. 

Response Instruments 

Forty-two emotion scales were used to assess the 

emotional state experienced by subjects during their 

evaluation of the Snow Bowl controversy. These scales were 

adapted from the 67-item Differential Emotion Scale (DES) 

developed by Izard (1972). On the basis of results of a 

pilot study highly synonomous and inappropriate items 

(e.g., shy rebellious, sheepish) were deleted from the DES 

to generate the 42-item scale used in this study (see 

Appendix B). Unlike the DES, in which a five-point scale is 

used to assess the level to which the emotion connoted by a 

particular item is being experienced, an eleven-point scale 

ranging from 0 to 10 was used. 

Subjects' environmental attitudes were assessed with 

a shortened and adapted version of the Ecological Attitude 

Survey developed by Maloney, Ward and Braucht (1975). The 

original survey includes 45 items. Each item was designed 

to be scored on one of four subscales: Affect, Commitment, 



Economics 

Cold: If permission for expansion is granted, 
many local jobs will be created for 
construction of the new facilities. 
Increased employment would reduce the 
amount paid by the state in unemploy
ment benefits. 

Hot: A Flagstaff small-business owner, 
struggling to survive amidst fierce 
competition in a very tight market, 
might be saved from bankruptcy and the 
unemployment dole by the influx of 
corporate dollars from Snow Bowl owners. 

Indian Religion 

Cold: Both tribes 'also make daily contact with 
the Peaks through prayer, song, and 
through the sight of the mountains in 
the distance. To these Indians the 
skiing industry is a disruptive 
influence whch threatens not only their 
religious practice but also their day-to
day life. 

Hot: But it is not just pristine water that 
flows from the slopes of the San 
Francisco Peaks, it is the life-giving 
spirit of a people. Hopis are told in 
childhood that a strong body will be 
assured by looking reverently toward 
the Peaks each morning and breathing 
the breath of the mountains. To disturb 
the shrine of their Kachinas invites 
doom. 
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Figure 1. Examples of Experimental Manipulations of 
Writing Style for Each Issue Emphasis Condition. 



Figure 1, Continued. 

Recreation 

Cold: A second factor is the quality of the 
recreational experience . .. Expan
sion of facilities at Snow Bowl would 
make this experience truly rewarding 
for skiers in a state with few skiing 
opportunities. 

Hot: Skiing is a thrilling sport which com
bines the excitement of all-out 
physical exertion with the pristine 
beauty of crystalline slopes. Nothing 
compares with the experience of 
gliding softly through snowy glades or 
cutting aggressively through monstrous 
moguls. 

Wilderness 

Cold: Environmentalists point out that the 
San Francisco Peaks form a unique 
ecological island in the surrounding 
desert terrain. These peaks, the 
highest in Arizona, were formed from 
volcanic eruptions many milennia ago. 

Hot: The San Francisco Peaks form a 
forested island ecosystem towering 
above the surrounding area of desert 
terrain. These majestic peaks, snow
capped much of the year, were born 
in volcanic chaos . .. Their fragile 
ecology and towering majesty have 
become symbols of what might be, in 
a world of urban noise and dirt. 
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Actual Commitment, and Knowledge. Because subjects' 

knowledge of ecology was not of interest in the present 

research, those fifteen items were deleted from the 

instrument. Each of the 30 remaining items was designed 

to tap one of three subscales. The Affect subscale 

measures the degree of emotionality associated with 

environmental issues. Verbal Commitment is the expressed 

willingness to be environmentally responsible, and Actual 

Commi tmen tis wh at a person has done or regularly does 
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with regard to environmental issues. To augment and update 

the original survey, three items were added, one for each 

subscale. The Affect item assessed the subjects' sadness 

about environmental damage, an emotional dimension missing 

in the original survey. Because the original survey 

included commitment of money, but not time, to environ

mental concerns, the new Verbal Commitment item assessed 

willingness to volunteer time to improve environmental 

quality. The third new item asked if subjects recycled 

paper, glass or aluminum, options which were more readily 

available at the time of this research than when the original 

survey was written. Thus the Environmental Attitude Survey 

used in this research included a total of 33 items, eleven 

loading on each of the three subscales. In addition, the 

binary true-false (agree-disagree) scale used by Maloney, 

et al. (1975) was extended to a four-point scale of 

agreement and disagreement (see Appendix B). 
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Since differential recall of substantive information 

presented in the eight problem descriptions might ~e a 

confounding variable influencing decisions, a short quiz 

was developed to test information retention. The seven 

test items were multiple choice questions for which more 

than one answer could be correct. A total of nine correct 

responses was possible (see Appendix B). 

Procedure 

As each subject appeared, he or she was given a 

packet of materials and shown to a quiet classroom adjacent 

to the experimenter's office. The subject was told that 

the experiment would be done in two parts and that he or 

she was to begin working on the first part. Subjects were 

encouraged to ask questions if necessary, and told to return 

these materials to the experimenter when completed. 

The first part of the experiment consisted of an 

introductory statement and instructions, a problem 

description, and a request for a decision. The following 

introduction and instructions were read by all subjects: 



The purpose of this research is to try to 
understand some of the processes that are 
involved when people make decisions regarding 
natural resources and the environment. In 
particular, land management agencies such as 
the Forest Service need to know how to gather 
and interpret public values and reactions to 
their proposals and decisions. On the following 
pages you will find a description of a resource 
management problem. Please read this descrip
tion carefully. After reading the problem 
description you will be asked to answer some 
questions about the evaluation process and to 
come to a decision regarding the problem. 
Please complete .each page of questions before 
you go on to the next. 

The problem description was one of the eight 
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style-by-issue emphasis forms described above. After reading 

the problem description, each subject was asked to evaluate 

the problem and to write a description of their own decision 

in some detail. Then subjects were asked to evaluate their 

confidence in their decisions, the importance of the 

problem, and their willingness to change their decision, 

all on scales of ° to 10, 10 being a high value for all 

three evaluations. 

Each subject read only one of the eight problem 

descriptions and was unaware that others existed. 

Descriptions were handed out in random order and coded 

numerically so that the experiment was unaware of which 

description was given to each subject. 

After the first part was complete, subjects 

returned their materials to the experimenter and received 
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the second set, coded by subject and group numbers. On the 

first page of the second set of materials were the emotion 

assessment scales. Subjects were informed that part of the 

purpose of the experiment was to study the emotions 

involved in the process of evaluating and resolving a 

problem. Instructions were similar to those employed by 

Izard (1972) excepting that the scale ranged from 0 to 10 

rather than 1 to 5. Subjects read each item and used the 

o to 10 scale to rate the extent to which they experienced 

the emotion connoted by that item while reading and 

evaluating the Snow Bowl controversy. 

The first item on the second page of part two 

asked the subjects to place their decision on a continuum 

ranging from removing the Snow Bowl Ski Area and restoring 

the land to its natural state (preservation) to complete 

expansion and development of all options requested by the 

owners (expansion). Leaving the area "as is" was a median 

option on the continuum. The continuum was presented as a 

156 mm line with "remove completely" at the left end, 

"leave as is" at the center, and "total expansion" at the 

right end. Subjects were instructed to think about their 

own decision and to place an X at the point on the continuum 

where their decision best fit. Subjects were then asked to 

respond to a brief seven-item quiz on substantive 

information presented in the descriptions. 



The final instrument of the experiment was the 

Environmental Attitude Survey. Subjects were instructed 

to read each of the 33 items and to rate the extent to 

which they agreed with each statement on a scale ranging 

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). At the 

end of part two, subjects were thanked for their help 

and asked for comments or suggestions to be written on 

the reverse of the final page. 

After completing part two, subjects returned 

their materials to the experimenter. The two sets of 

materials belonging to that subject were rejoined via the 

subject and group codes, and stapled together. Subjects 

then recorded their names and ID numbers on a separate 

sheet for extra credit records. Names and experimental 

instruments were never connected. 

At this point, .questions, comments, and criticism 

were solicited from subjects who did not spontaneously 

volunteer them. Questions were answered as needed, and 

subjects were again thanked for their participation. 

Results and Discussion 

The large array of variables measured in this 

experiment were condensed and related with two general 

techniques. Analysis of variance was used to assess the 

effects of the problem characteristics (independent 

variables: writing style and issue emphasis) on the 
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various dependent measures (recall test scores, decisions, 

decision evaluations, environmental attitudes, and 

emotions). Correlational techniques were employed to 

condense large data sets (environmental attitudes and 

emotions) and to determine the relationships between 

decision measures, recall test scores, decisidn evalua

tions, environmental attitudes, and emotions. 

Recall Test Scores 
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Subjects' recall of substantive information 

presented in the problem descriptions was assessed via a 

short multiple choice test. A test score was calculated for 

each subject by subtracting the number of incorrect responses 

from a possible total of nine correct responses. It was 

expected that the writing style and issue emphasis 

manipulations would have no effect on information retention. 

However, a two-way analysis of variance revealed signifi

cant differences in test scores with better recall for the 

cold writing style (F(1,320) = 6.62, p<.02). The main 

effect for issue emphasis (F(3,320) = 1.61, p<.19) was not 

statistically significant, nor was the interaction 

(F(3,320) = .04, p<.99). 

Although the same information was present in each 

description, subjects remembered significantly more from 

those written in a cold style (see Table 1). Information 
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Table 1. Mean Information Recall Test Scores. 

Indian 
Economics Recreation Religion Wilderness Combine* 

Cold 6.46 

Hot 6.17 

6.85 

6.49 

6.93 

6.49 

6.83 

6.46 

*Difference is statistically significant (p<.02). 

6.77 

6.40 

recalled was not, however, related to the decisions subjects 

made. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 

calculated for test scores and decision measures was 

-.02 (N=328, p<.26), indicating no systematic or significant 

variation between the two. 

These findings suggest several possibilities. Either 

subjects' recall of information is immaterial in determining 

the final decision, or perhaps the information necessary to 

make decisions was a subset of that which was recalled. Or, 

some information used in making the decision was not 

recalled. Any of these explanations would be adequate 

grounds to dismiss concern for the effects of information 

recall on decisions made in this study. The latter 

explanation is interesting, however, when viewed in light 

of Zajonc' (1980) theory that affect and cognitiorr-~re 

semi-independent processes. He suggested that conscious 

recall or recognition of stimuli or information may be less 



accurate predictors of actual recall than the affective 

response to a stimulus. In addition, affect, and the 

rapid processing of information have been found to be a 

component of the intuitive decision process (Westcott, 

1968; Hammond, 1982). Since the subjects who read 

emotional statements scored lower on information recall 

but made essentially the same decisions as subjects who 

read the colder descriptions, an unanswered question is 

whether the processes these two groups went through 

differed though their final products did not. 

Decision 
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In order to compare subjects' decisions across the 

experimental manipulations of writing style and issue 

emphasis, a qualitative or quantitative summary of their 

decisions had to be made. In this experiment subjects 

classified their own decisions on a continuum that was at 

the same time qualitative (i.e., conceptually close to or 

far from a specific development option) and quantitative 

(i.e., located at a point on a finite dimension). 

A quantitative value for each subject's decision 

was obtained by measuring the location of the subject's 

mark on the preservation-expansion continuum. Using a 

metric ruler the center of the continuum was marked on each 

response sheet. In all cases this midpoint was 78 mm from 

either end of the continuum. A perpendicular was then 
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dropped from the center of the subject's mark to the 

continuum line. This point was then measured from the 

midpoint. Measures to the right of the central "as is" 

position (i.e., toward the expansion pole of the continuum) 

were assigned positive values. Measures toward the 

preservation end of the continuum to the left of the 

midpoint were assigned a negative value. Possible 

decision values ranged, then from -78 to 78 .. Two subjects, 

however, found the line length restrictive, and placed 

marks to the right of the expansion pole. Actual measured 

values, then, rang~d from -78 to 82. Ranges and mean 

decision values for each of the eight experimental 

conditions are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Mean, Low, and High Decision Continuum Values. 

Issue Emphasis 

Indian 
Economics Recreation Religion Wilderness 

Cold Low -72 -50 -45 -77 

High 78 75 72 75 

Mean 26.83 24.12 23.83 8.54 

Hot Low -40 -72 -78 -76 

High 82 76 71 70 

~lean 29.51 24.85 12.20 6.83 

Combined 
Means* 28.17 24.49 lS.04 7.69 

*Difference is statistically significant (p<.OOl). 
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Inspection of decision means reveals some differences 

between the eight conditions. The two pro-development issues 

(economics and recreation) have higher mean values than the 

pro-preservation issues (Indian religion and wilderness) for 

both writing style conditions. A small difference can also 

be seen across the writing style manipulations, the hot 

conditions ~riented slightly more toward preservation for 

preservation issues and toward the expansion pole for those 

issues. To test the statistical significance of these 

differences, a two-way analysis of variance was conducted 

on decision measures. Writing style and issue emphasis 

were independent variables. Results of this analysis 

indicated th~t issue emphasis significantly influenced 

decisions (F(3,320) = 6.17, p<.OOl) but that decisions were 

not affected by writing style (F(1,320) = .47, p<.50) or 

the interaction of writing style and issue emphasis 

(F(3,320) = .77, p<.5l). 

Due to the similarity of patterns of decisions for 

the two pro-preservation issues and the two pro-expansion 

issues, decision values were collapsed for those groups 

(see Table 3). A three-way analysis of variance was then 

conducted on those values. Independent variables were 

writing style, orientation (pro-preservation and pro

development), aud issue emphasis nested in orientation. 

Results of this analysis indicated a significant main effect 



Table 3. Mean Decision Values for Combined Preservation 
and Expansion Issues. 

Cold 

Hot 

Combined* 

Pro-Expansion 

25.48 

27.18 

26.33 

Pro-Preservation 

16.18 

9.51 

12.85 

*Difference is statistically significant (p<.OOl). 

of orientation (F(1,320) = 13.90, p<.OOl), but not for 

writing style (F(1,320) = .47, p<.49), specific issue 

emphasis within orientation (F(2,320) = 2.30, p< .11), 

or any two- or three-way interactions. 

Thus decisions made by the subjects in this study 
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were affected by issues emphasized in problem descriptions, 

but not by the style in which they were written. That 

subjects were influenced by persuasive or biased 

descriptions is hardly a unique or profound finding. This 

finding does have applications, however. Journalists and 

advertising designers use this information to their 

advantage regularly and with a great deal of sophistication. 

Planning professionals might also emphasize various issues 

to their advantage in guiding public opinion, or in 

presenting options in which they truly believe one issue 

has greater importance than another, or, possibly 
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unwittingly. This finding might also be helpful in making 

planners aware of the effects of differential emphasis of 

issues or in designing quasi-experimental planning research 

(Heberlein, 1975) with which to study the responses of the 

pbulic. More importantly, it is vital to recognize that any 

presentation of information may be biased in some way. 

Awareness of this type of effect makes it more difficult to 

covertly manipulate environmental impact statements, press 

releases, or planning problem descriptions for public 

involvement programs. 

The fact that subjects' decisions were not signi

ficantly affected by the style in which the descriptions 

were written is a null finding that bears discussion. It 

seems intuitively plausible that .if differential issue 

emphasis influences decisions, then writing style should 

~lso. This is particularly true when one style is designed 

for lack of effect, to merely impart information, and the 

other is specifically designed to sway opinion and raise an 

emotional response. In all cases, the mean decision measures 

were in appropriate directions. That is, there were more 

preservation decisions in pro-preservation conditions and 

development decisions in pro-development conditions for the 

hot than the cold writing style. These differences were not 

statistically reliable, however, and the question is not 

whether the effect exists in this experiment (it does not) 
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but whether it might be shown to exist in other experiments 

or in actual planning situations. Although the two writing 

styles used in this experiment are different, the differences 

may have been too subtle. A professional writer of adver

tising copy, for example, might be better able to accentuate 

the difference. 

Whether the effect exists in actual situations is 

another, more difficult question. Information on resource 

management and land planning problems is typically gained 

by the general public from television or from news reports 

of varying styles. The Sierra Club, for example, is noted 

for its inflammatory, exhortatory style that presumably has 

the desired effects. By the time participants in public 

involvement programs arrive at the public forum or receive 

a questionnaire, it is likely that they have already read 

or heard about the problem elsewhere. Planning profes

sionals, on the other hand, rerely gather information from 

these sources, preferring "factual" sources--such as 

environmental impact statements or technical reports. Also, 

although writing style failed to significantly influenc~ 

decisions in this study, manipulation of issue emphasis did 

have an effect. Thus 'one important difference between 

formal and informal environmental decisions could be found 

in the nature of information sources. 
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Decision Evaluations 

Subjects'evaluations of their confidence in their 

decisions, the importance of the problem, and their 

willingness to change their decisions are decision co-

variates with potential to further elucidate the effects of 

the independent variables. Mean raw ratings of these 

variables are summarized in Tables 4, 5, and 6. In order to 

determine" whether writing style or issue emphasis had 

significant effects on subjects' decision evaluations, a 

separate two-way ANOVA was conducted on each of the three 

variables. 

Table 4. Mea.n Ratings of Decision Confidence. 

Indian 
Economics Recreation Religion Wilderness 

Cold 7.46 7.56 7.39 8.12 

Hot 7.32 7.51 7.73 8.15 

Combined* 7.39 7.55 7.56 8.14 

*Differences are statistically significant (p<.03). 
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Table 5. Mean Ratings oi Problem Importance. 

Economics Recreation 
Indian 

Religion Wilderness 

Cold 

Hot 

6.71 

6.12 

6.93 

6.63 

6.12 6.93 

7.05 7.12 

Table 6. Mean Ratings of Willingness to Change Decisions. 

Economics Recreation 

Cold 5.22 5.12 

Hot 4.42 4.51 

Indian 
Religion 

5.24 

5.07 

Wilderness 

4.95 

4.76 

Importance ratings were not significantly affected 

by writing style (F(1,320) = .06, p<.8l), by issue emphasis 

(F(3,320) = 1.03, p<.38, or by their interaction (F(3,320) = 

1.64, p<.18). Similarly, subjects' willingness to change 

their decisions was not significantly affected by writing 

style (F(1,320) = 2.36, p<.13), issue emphasis 

(F(3,320) = .33, p<.8l), or their interaction (F(3,320) = 

.29, p<.83). Analysis of confidence ratings, however, 

indicated a significant main effect for issue emphasis 

(F(3,320) = 3.26, p<.03) though not for writing style 

(F(1,320) - .06, p<.82) or their interaction 
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(F(3,320) = .34, p<.80). Inspection of marginal means for 

the four issues in Table 3 reveals that subjects who read 

the wilderness emphasis conditions had highest confidence in 

their decisions; those who read the descriptions emphasizing 

economics expressed the least confidence in their decisions. 

In order to assess the extent to which the three 

decision evaluation ratings were related to the decisions 

themselves, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients 

were calculated. The correlation between the decision and 

confidence ratings was low (r = -.09, N=328, p<.06). Decision 

importance (r = -.07, N=328, p<.09) and ratings or willingness 

to change decisions (r = -.04, N=328, p<.23) also correlated 

poorly with decision measures". These correlations indicate 

that little if any systematic variation exists between 

subjects' decisions as measured on the preservation-expansion 

continuum, and ratings of confidence in, importance of, and 

willingness to change, their decisions. 

Thus, decision confidence, like the decisions them

selves, was influenced by issues emphasized in problem 

descriptions, but was essentially unrelated to the decisions 

subjects made. With the exception of this finding it appears 

that decision evaluations were relatively unimportant 

contributors to the type of decisions that were made, and 

also were insensitive to manipulations of writing style and 

issue emphasis. 
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Environmental Attitudes 

The Environmental Attitude Survey used in this 

research was scored in essentially the same manner as the 

original Ecological Attitude Survey (Maloney et al., 1975) 

from which it was adapted. The original survey was scored 

by assigning a value of 1 for each correct true or false 

response and a 0 for an incorrect response. Since a four

point agree-disagree scale was used in this research, a 

slightly different scoring procedure was developed. If 

agreement with a statement was the correct response, the 

subject's response on that item was coded as follows: 

strongly agree; 4; agree; 3; disagree = 2; and strongly 

disagree = 1. Likewise, if disagreement was the correct 

response, the coding was reversed: strongly disagree = 4; 

disagree = 3; agree = 2; and strongly agree = 1. 

The original Ecological Attitude Survey was designed 

so that a correct response for each item would be added to 

a running total for the subscale to which that item belonged. 

In order to test the assumption that the three subscales 

accurately represented underlying dimensions of meaning, 

a factor analysis was performed on the scores calculated 

for the 33 survey items. BMD8l4M (Dixon, 1981) was used 

to conduct a maximum likelihood factor analysis with varimax 

rotation on the 33 survey items for all 328 subjects across 

the eight experimental conditions. A three-factor solution 



was forced to facilitate correspondence between the 

obtained and ~. priori subscales. 

Three well-defined, distinguishable factors were 

extracted from the data. Squared multiple correlations 

of the factors with the variables were high: .77 for 

Factor 1; .73 for Factor 2; and .76 for Factor 3. Thus 
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each factor is internally consistent and well defined by the 

variables. The reverse is not true, however~ Communality 

values (h-squared) presented in Table 7 are fairly low. 

Using .40 as a criterion inclusion level for factor inter

pretation, eleven of the 33 variables were not included in 

the solution. Only one of the variables was complex (i.e., 

loaded on more than one factor). 

Examination of the items loading on each factor in 

Table 7 illuminates these problems. Each of the three 

factors could easily be defined as one of the three sub

scales proposed by Maloney et al. (1975). Nine of eleven 

possible Affect items loaded on Factor 1, seven of eleven 

possible Verbal Commitment items loaded on Factor 2, and 

five of eleven possible Actual Commitment items loaded on 

Factor 3. One of the Affect factor variables was a Verbal 

Commitment item. Thus the factor solution is well-defined 

and internally consistent, but does not incorporate a third 

of the items which were proposed, a priori, as underlying 

variables for the three subscales. Therefore, the factor 
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Table 7. Factor Loadings, Communalities Ch2) and Percents 
of Variance for Three-Factor Maximum Likelihood 
Factor Analysis with Varimax Rotation for All 
Subjects on Environmental Attitude Survey Items. 

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 h 2 

6 .649 0 0 .423 
24 .624 0 0 .496 
30 .545 0 0 .417 

9 .538 0 0 .482 
3 .522 0 0 .366 

27 .513 0 0 .485 
15 .447 0 0 .338 

4 .433 0 0 .396 
33 .419 0 0 .382 
12 .404 0 0 .283 

1 0 .706 0 .507 
7 0 .629 0 .426 

22 0 .512 0 .522 
13 0 .492 0 .405 
19 0 .482 0 .487 
31 0 .450 0 .421 
16 0 .412 0 .337 
17 0 0 .795 .510 
11 0 0 .523 .382 
26 0 0 .512 .375 
29 0 0 .426 .259 
20 0 0 .424 .467 

% Variance 4.058 3.467 2.792 

Label Verbal Actual 
Affect Commitment Commitment 

Note: The a priori item to subscale relations were as 
follows: 

Affect: 3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,31. 

Verbal Commitment: 1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22,25,28,31. 

Actual Commitment: 2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23,26,29,32. 

The following variables had loadings under .40 on 
all factors: 1,2,5,8,10,14,21,23,25,32. 
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solution was used instead of the subscale loadings proposed 

by Maloney et al. (1975) for further analysis in this study. 

Scores for each of the three Environmental Attitude 

factors were calculated from only those items which loaded 

at the .40 criterion level, or better. A value for each 

subject on each of the three factors was calculated by 

adding the scores for each item loading on that factor and 

dividing by the number of items loading on the factor. Thus 

scores for each factor ranged from 1 to 4. 

A multiple regression analysis was used to determine 

whether environmental attitudes were related to·the deci-

sions made by subjects. SPSS REGRESSION (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, 

Steinbrenner and Bent, 1975) was used to conduct a stepwise 

multiple linear regression of Affect, Verbal Commitment, 

and Actual Commitment on decision measures. The resulting 

regression equation and summary statistics appear in Table 8. 

Table 8. Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression of Attitude 
Variables on Decisions. 

Affect 

Actual Commitment 

Verbal Commitment 

Constant 

R = .42 (F(3,324) 
R2 = .17 

R2 adjusted = .165 

= 

B 

-23.73 

-6.65 

6.30 

84.37 

22.54, p<.OOl) 

Significance 

-.40 .000 

-.14 .017 

.11 .110 
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After step 3, with all independent variables in the 

equation, the multiple correlation was significantly 

different from zero (R = .42, F(3,324) = 22.54, p<.OOl). 

Two of the three variables contributed to prediction of a 

small but significant proportion of variance in decision 

measures (R2 = .17, adjusted R2 = .165). Affect and Actual 

Commitment were negatively related to decisions measures. 

After these variables entered the equation, Verbal Commit

ment was not significantly related to decisions, probably 

due to its high intercorrelation with Affect (r = .65). 

Thus, a high level of environmental affect and actual 

commitment to the environment are significantly more 

associated with preservation than expansion decisions 

regarding the Snow Bowl controversy. This weakly corrobo

rates Schroeder's (1981) finding that preconceived 

attitudes tow~rd the environment influence decisions made 

with regard to its preservation or utilization. The multi

dimensional scaling method employed by Schroeder is 

probably more sensitive to this relationship than the 

environmental attitude instrument used in this study. 

Since the Environment Attitude Survey was designed 

to tap attitudes which are presumed to be somewhat consis-

tent over time and situation, it was not expected that the 

experimental manipulation of writing style and issue 

emphasis would influence these attituded. To test this 
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assumption a two-way multivariate analysis of variance was 

conducted on the three dependent variables with SPSS MANOVA 

(Hull and Nie, 1981). 

Wi th the use of Wilks' criterion, . the combined 

dependent variables were not significantly affected by 

issue emphasis (F(3,320) = .91, p<.52) or by the interaction 

of issue emphasis and writing style (F(3,320) = .97, p<.52). 

However, the writing style main effect approached signi

ficance (F(1,320) = 2.55, p<.06). Inspection of univariate 

F-ratios for this variable revealed that Verbal Commitment 

was significantly affected by writing style (F(1,320) = 3.88, 

p<.05) while Affect (F(1,320) ; .03, p<.86) and Actual 

Commitment (F( 1,320) = .13, p<. 72) were not. Examj.na tion 

of means in Table 9 reveals that Verbal Commitment was 

higher for subjects who read cold problem descriptions than 

for those who read emotional descriptions. At the very 

least this finding indicates that the Environmental Attitude 

Survey does not measure trait-like attitudes. Rather, it 

seems clear that environmental attitudes are subject to 

influence by the demands of different problem situations. 

More profoundly, this finding may indicate that the 

process of reading a cold, emotionless problem description 

and evaluating the problem described therein may somehow 

influence (temporarily or otherwise) an individual's sense 

of commitment to the environment. This is a finding for 
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Table 9. Mean Attitude Scores. 

Indian 
Economics Recreation Religion Wilderness Combined 

Affect 

Cold 2.86 3.05 2.99 2.99 2.97 

Hot 2.94 2.97 3.05 2.98 2.99 

Verbal 
Commitment 

Cold 3.05 3.06 3.11 3.01 3.06 

Hot 2.87 2.91 2.94 2.99 3.01 

Actual 
Commitment 

Cold 2.02 1. 85 1. 86 2.09 1. 96 

Hot 1. 98 1.94 1. 89 1.92 1.93 

which clear interpretations are not readily available. One 

possibility is that subjects who read the cold descriptions 

either felt more concern for the environment, or had a 

greater desire for others to see them as more environ-

mentally conscientious .. This speculation might be 

reinforced with replications and extensions of this line of 

inquiry. 

Emotion Scales 

Factor analysis was used to reduce the size and 

redundancy of the set of emotion scales. Maximum likelihood 
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analysis with varimax rotation was performed through BMD814M 

(Dixon, 1981) on the 42 errotion scale items across 328 cases. 

Eight well-defined and distinguishable factors were 

extracted. These factors are very similar and in many 

cases identical to those obtained with the original 

Differential Emotion Scale (Izard, 1972). Squared multiple 

correlations for factors from variables ranged from .70 to 

.99, with a median of .83, indicating that factors are 

internally consistent and well-defined by the variables. In 

addition, the 42 variables are fairly well-defined by this 

factor solution. Communality values Ch2) presented in 

Table 10 are fair to good. With a .40 criterion for inclu

sion of a variable in interpretation of a factor, only three 

of the 42 variables were not included in the solution, and 

only one was complex. Finally, most values in the residual 

correlation matrix for the eight-factor orthogonal solution 

were near zero, and none greater than .07. On these bases 

it was concluded that the eight-factor solution was a good 

extraction and summary of meaning from the emotion scales. 

A summary of the eight factors, the names assigned 

to them after interpretation, and the emotion variables 

which loaded .40 or greater on each factor appears in 

Table 11. For further analysis, a score on each factor 

was calculated for each subject. A unit weight was 



Table 10. Factor Loadings, Communalities (h2 ), and Percents of Va~iance for 
Eight-Factor Maximum Likelihood Factor Analysis with Varimax Rotation for 
All Subjects on Emotion Scale Items. 

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor h
2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

angry .836 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .808 

disgusted .784 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .706 

en:raged .766 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .728 

hostile .756 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .722 

scornful .710 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .606 

annoyed .690 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .639 

upset .670 .436 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .711 

emotional .406 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .522 

regretful 0.000 .688 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .565 

ashamed 0.000 .630 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .499 

discouraged 0.000 .627 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .553 

sad .500 .567 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .648 

worried 0.000 .554 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .529 

guil ty 0.000 .551 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .364 

blameworthy 0.000 .536 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .383 

distressed 0.000 .528 0.000 0.000 0.000. 0.000 0.000 0.000 .510 

happy 0.000 0.000 .837 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .720 
joyful 0.000 0.000 .790 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .653 

delighted 0.000 0.000 .680 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .486 ~ 
~ 

excited 0.000 0.000 ,674 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .634 



Table 10, Continued. 

Item Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor h2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

pleasant 0.000 0.000 .640 0.000 a.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 .528 

enthusiastic 0.000 0.000 .623 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .573 

content 0.000 0.000 .528 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .432 

nervous 0.000 0.000 0.000 .798 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .758 
tense 0.000 0.000 0.000 .714 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .627 
jittery 0.000 0.000 0.000 .629 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .495 

anxious 0.000 0.000 0.000 .545 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .425 
concentrating 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .803 0.000 0.000 0.000 .656 
attentive 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .716 0.000 0.000 0.000 .550 
alert 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .714 0.000 0.000 0.000 .588 
interested 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .609 0.000 0.000 0.000 .564 
sleepy 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .645 0.000 0.000' .501 
sluggist 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .542 0.000 0.000 .415 
fatigued 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .501 0.000 0.000 .330 
scared 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .676 0.000 .682 
fearful 0.000 .496 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .602 0.000 .784 
afraid 0.000 .512 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .515 0.000 .663 
amazed 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .921 .990 
surprised 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .548 .398 

% of Variance 5.638 4.537 3.767 2.858 2.659 1.554 1.384 1.373 ~ 
e", 

Label Angry Distressed Happy Nervous Alert Fatigue Afraid Surprise 



Table 11. Order (by size of loadings) in Which Emotion 
Variables Contribute to Factors. 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

Angry Distress Happy Nervous 

Angry Regretful Happy Nervous 

Disgusted Ashamed Joyful Tense 

Enraged Discouraged Delighted Jittery 

Hostile Sad Excited Anxious 

Scornful Worried Pleasant 

Annoyed Guilty Enthusiastic 

Upset Blameworthy Content 

Emotional Distressed 

Sad 

Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 Factor 8 

Alert Fatigue Afraid Surprise 

Concentrating Sleepy Scared Amazed 

Attentive Sluggish Fearful Surprised 

Alert Fatigued Afraid 

Interested 
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assigned to the scale value for each variable with a 

loading of .40 or greater on any factor. These were added 

for each factor, and the sum was divided by the number of 

variables loading on that factor: 

In order to examine the relationship between 

environmental attitudes and emotions, BMD8l6M (Dixon, 1981) 

was used to perform a canonical correlation of the sets 

of emotion and attitude variables. The environmental 

attitude set included Affect, Verbal Commitment, and Actual 

Commitment. The emotion set included Angry, Distress, 

Happy, Nervous, Alert, Fatigue, Afraid, and Surprise. 

The first canonical correlation was .46 (22% of the 

variance); the second was .22 (5% of the variance). The 

third was effectively O. Statistical significance was 

achieved with all three canonical correlations included 

(Chi-square (24) = 93.91, p<.OOl). Subsequent Chi-square 

tests were not significant. Therefore the first canonical 

correlation accounts for significant linkage between the 

two sets of variables. 

Analyses of the two pairs of canonical variates 

for the first canonical correlation appear in Table 12. 

With a cutoff criterion of .40 the variables relevant to 

the first canonical variate are, in order of magnitude, 

Affect, and Verbal Commitment. Among the emotion 

variables, Alert, Distress, Afraid, and Angry were relevant. 

Taken as a pair, the first canonical variates indicate that 
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Table 12. Correlations, Standarized Canonical Coefficients, 
Canonical Correlations, Percents of Variance and 
Redundancies between Environmental Attitude and 
Emotion Variables and Their Corresponding 
Canonical Variates 

First Canonical Variate 

Correlation Coefficient 

Attitude Set 

Affect .93 .71 

Verbal Commitment .85 .47 

Actual Commitment .37 -.18 

Percent of Variance .22 

Redundancy .12 

Emotion Set 

Angry .40 -.13 

Distress .59 .61 

Happy -.12 -.16 

Nervous .13 -.05 

Alert .72 .78 

Sleepy -.14 .12 

Afraid .52 .15 

Surprise -.17 .37 

Percent of Variance .22 

Redundancy .04 

subjects with high environmental Affect (.93) and Verbal 

Commitment to the environment (.85) are likely to be more 

Alert (.72). Distressed (.59), Afraid (.52) and Angry (.40). 
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In order to determine whether the eight emotion 

factors were related to decision measures, a multiple 

regression analysis was performed across the combined 

experimental groups. SPSS REGRESSION (Nie et al., 1975) 

was used to perform stepwise multiple linear regression of 

the eight emotion factors on the decision measure. The 

regression equation and summary statistics appear in 

Table 13. 

Table 13. Stepwise Multiple Regression of Emotion Factors 
on Decision Measures. 

Variable B 13 Significance 

Happy 4.34 .26 .000 

Distress -4.18 -.24 .017 

Nervous 3.43 .20 .001 

Surprise 2.24 .16 .005 

Angry -2.08 -.15 .062 

Fatigue -1. 79 -.11 .050 

Alert -2.11 -.11 .060 

Afraid 0.67 .04 .628 

Constant 27.12 

R = .47 (F(8,3l9) = 11. 29, p<.OOl) 

R2 = .22 

R2 adjusted = .20 
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The regression equation is significant (R = .47, 

F(8,319) = 11.29, p<.OO.) and five of the eight variables 

contributed to prediction of decision measures at a .05 

significance level or better. Two approached significance 

at .06. Happy, Nervous and Surprise were positively related 

to decision measures: Thus the happier and more nervous 

and surprised a subject was, the more likely he or she was 

to make a decision toward the expansion pole of the continuum. 

Distress and Fatigue were negatively related to decision 

measures indicating that high levels of these variables 

predicted preservation decisions. Angry and Alert 

approached significance as negative predictors, and were 

thus also related to preservation decisions. Although 

Alert and Fatigue would seem to be diametrical states of 

mind, both are related to preservation decisions. The 

Fatigue factor may thus express a sense of re$ignation or 

even dejection that the environment is being subjected to 

another development onslaught. Afraid failed to enter 

the equation at significant levels probably due to strong 

intercorrelations with Angry (r=.60) and Distress (r=.78). 

Overall, these variables accounted for a small percent of 

the variability in decision measures (R2=.22, adjusted 

2 R =.20). 

These findings indicate that emotions are related, 

albeit weakly, to the types of decisions subjects made. 
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Preservation decisions were made by subjects who were 

distressed, fatigued, angry, and alert. Subjects who made 

development decisions were happy, nervous, and surprised. 

The correlational findings between attitude variables, 

emotion variables, and decision measures present an 
, 

interesting pattern of results. The attitude and emotion 

variables accounted for small but significant and meaningful 

portions of the variance in decision measures. Through 

these analyses it is apparent that preservation decisions 

are related to high levels of negative affect (Anger, 

Distress, Fatigue), to environmental affect, and to actual 

environmental commitment. On the other hand, subjects who 

made development decisions could be characterized as happy, 

nervous and surprised, low in environmental affect, and less 

committed to the environment. Reinforcing these findings, 

the canonical correlation of attitude and emotion variables 

indicated that subjects with high environmental affect and 

verbal commitment to the environment are likely to be more 

alert, distressed, afraid, and angry. In this study, 

preservationists tended to have more concern for the 

environment and higher negative affect. 

One final analysis was necessary to determine whether 

manipulation of writing style and issue emphasis influenced 

subjects' ratings of emotions. SPSS MANOVA (Hull and Nie, 

1981) was used to conduct a two-way multivariate analysis 
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of variance on values calculated for emotion factors. With 

the use of Wilks' criterion, the combined dependent vari

ables were not significantly affected by writing style 

(F(I,320) = .80, p<.60), issue emphasis (F(3,320) = .58, 

p<.95), or their interaction (F(3,320) = 1.04, p<.42). 

This null result has several possible explanations. 

Criticism is often leveled at the use of college student 

subjects because they might not be representative of the 

general population. Subjects in this experiment, however, 

were extremely conscientious and patient in responding to a 

time-consuming set of instruments, and g~ve the experimenter 

no reason to believe that their responses were any more or 

less valid than those of any other sample. This is, of 

course, an empirical question which should be answered 

through validation studies if this line of research is to 

be continued. 

A more salient criticism is that the problem was 

somewhat distant from the subjects. Although this distance 

was chosen for good reasons, it is possible that subjects 

cared little about the outcome of the controversy. However, 

problem importance ratings were uniformly high across all 

experimental groups, and uninfluenced by experimental 

manipulations. Furthermore, 54 subjects in a pilot study 

of three conditions of the same experiment who were asked 

to comment on their experiences as subjects, unanimously 
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showed a great deal of concern for the subject and expressed 

appreciation that their opinions had been asked. Comments 

from the present study, though not required of subjects, 

were uniformly positive and enthusiastic. However, the 

optimal solution to this problem would be empirical. 

Another problem might be the effectiveness of the 

experimental manipulations. In order to verify the validity 

of the writtng style manipulation, three independent judges 

read all eight descriptions and sorted them into hot and 

cold conditions. All three were 100% accurate. Differences 

in the writing styles may have been too subtle to produce 

measurable effects on decisions, however. Engendering 

emotion in readers is a notoriously difficult task at which 

talented writers struggle for years. Furthermore, if the 

writing style and issue emphasis manipulations 'were too 

subtle to affect decisions, it is unlikely that their effects 

could be assessed across eight emotion factors which are 

themselves indices composed from 39 emotion scales. The 

sensitivity of MANOVA is reduced with each degree of freedom 

added by independent variables. One or more of the eight 

emotion factors, if assessed with a single ANOVA, might have 

shown significant results. In fact, a more sensitive 

experimental design might examine only a few emotions which 

are of particular theoretical or applied interest. For 

example, if it could be shown that anger was the emotion 
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which often leads to challenge of planning decisions, that 

would be a logical direction for applied research to follow. 

A critical related issue is the context in which the 

experimental insturments were completed. Subjects first 

read the problem description, aware that they would be asked 

to provide a decision when they finished. After reading the 

descriptions they were asked to describe their (presumably 

defensible) decision in detail in writing, and to evaluate 

it on three dimensions. After this, subjects gathered their 

materials, took them to the experimenter who distributed 

the second set of instruments. The first of these asked 

subjects to recall and rate, on a ten-point scale, the 

emotions they had felt while evaluating and deciding what 

should be done about the Snow Bowl controversy. 

In the clarity of hindsight, it is perhaps not 

difficult to understand why subjects' emotions were 

essentially unrelated to the experimental manipulations. 

Certainly the environmental decision process has emotional 

components. The empirical work of Ulrich (in press), 

Zajonc (1980) and Wohlwill (1976) provides evidence of that. 

In this experiment, however, the combination of the hypo

thetical or simulated situation, the subtlety of style and 

issue emphasis variations, writing and evaluating a decision, 

and assigning numbers to emotions, are all antithetical to 

the experience or expression of emotion. These factors 
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point to the subtle but powerful influenGe of cognitive 

set. Subjects were essentially informed by the setting, the 

nature of the tasks, and the order in which they were asked 

to perform the tasks, that emotionality was only one of 

several considerations. Ironically, these are some of the 

same contextual factors which may influence the objective 

tone of public involvement procedures. 

A second experiment was conducted to test the 

hypothesis that a change in instrument order would change 

the cold cognitive set of subjects to a warmer affective 

set. In the second experiment subjects were asked to com

plete emotion scales prior to describing their decision, 

thus increasing the salience of emotion in an otherwise cold 

cognitive set of tasks. Four experimental groups were 

chosen for the second experiment. Indian religion and 

economic issue emphases written in both writing styles were 

used for the second experiment, yielding a total of four 

experimental groups. The only change made in the second 

experiment was to place the emotion scale instrument after 

the problem description and ahead of the decision and 

decision evaluation questions. It was hypothesized that 

this instrument order change would increase the salience of 

emotions for subjects, resulting in higher levels of emotions 

as expressed on the emotion scale instrument. 



EXPERIMENT TWO 

Method 

Subjects 

Subjects for Experiment Two were taken from the same 

subject pool as those who participated in Experiment One. 

A total of 136 subjects, 34 in each of four experimental 

groups, were run during a three-day period in early 

February, 1983. Other details of subject participation were 

identical to Experiment One. 

Stimulus Materials 

Half the stimuli from Experiment One were used, 

unaltered, to test the hypothesis that changes in 

instrument order would sensitize subjects to the emotional 

content of their decision process. Based on sheer volume 

of material devoted to the economic and Indian religion 

issues in the Environmental Impact Statement (USDA, 1979), 

these two issues were selected for use in Experiment Two. 

Both stylistic manipulations of each of these issues were 

used as stimuli for Experiment Two. Thus the writing style 

variable had two levels, hot and cold, as in Experiment One. 

The issue emphasis variable was limited to two conditions: 

Indian religion and economics. 

56 
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Procedure 

Except for the reversal of the order of the emotion 

scales and the decision and decision evaluations, the 

conduct of Experiment Two was in all respects identical to 

Experiment One. In Experiment One subjects were asked to 

make, describe, and evaluate'their decision and return their 

materials to the experimenter before contemplating the 

emotional content of that process. In Experiment Two 

subjects evaluated their emotional state before describing 

and evaluating their decisions. 

Results and Discussion 

Because not all the experimental groups were repeated 

with the change in instrument order, the only comparisons 

made in these analyses were between the two order conditions. 

Tables of results may include mean and summary values from 

all experimental conditions for clarification. 

One way analyses of variance were performed on 

decision measures, decision evaluations, and recall test 

scores, between the original and new instrument order 

conditions. As expected, no order effect was obtained for 

recall test scores (F(1,264) = 2.17, p<.14), for importance 

ratings (F(1,264) = 0.0, p<.99) or ratings of willingness 

to change a decision (F(1,264) = .18, p<.68}. 

However, significant unexpected changes were observed 

in decision measures (F(1,264) = 5.25, p<.03) and decision 
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confidence ratings (F(1,264) = 14.12, p<.OOl). Examination 

of mean decision continuum values presented in Table 14 

reveals that subjects in Experiment Two made decisions 

significantly more toward the preservation pole of the 

decision continuum that the subjects in Experiment One. 

Furthermore, Experiment Two subjects expressed significantly 

more confidence in their judgments (see Table 15). 

Table 14. Mean Decision Continuum Values for Original and 
New Instrument Order Conditions. 

Order: 

Original 

New 

Econ 

30.60 

24.12 

Cold 

Ind. 
ReI. 

27.91 

18.15 

Econ 

30.91 

14.24 

Hot 

Ind. 
ReI. 

13.47 

12.94 

*Difference is statistically significant, p<.03. 

Combined* 

25.71 

17.36 

These differences in decisions and decision confidence 

were observed with no change in experimental conditions 

except for that of instrument order. One possible source 

for these differences, other than the instrument order change, 

however, is a difference in subjects. Subjects participated 

in Experiment One in December 1982 and in Experiment Two in 

February 1983. It is possible that these students were 



Table 15. Mean Decision Confidence Ratings for Original 
and New Instrument Order Conditions. 

Cold Hot 

Ind. Ind. 
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Order: Econ ReI. Econ ReI. Combined* 

Original 7.41 7.35 7.35 7.62 7.5 

New 8.18 7.94 8.12 8.41 8.2 

*Difference is statistically significant, p<.OOl. 

somehow different, but the short time span between the two 

experiments, most of which was absorbed by a monthlong winter 

vacation, argues against this. Furthermore, news reports 

regarding the Snow Bowl controversy were nonexistent in 

Tucson's most widely read newspaper during this interim 

period. 

Another possible source of error is in subjects' 

learning about the experiment and experimental hypotheses 

between the finish of the first and beginning of the second 

experiment. The long vacation between semesters, when most 

students leave Tucson, also argues against this eventuality. 

Moreover, most subjects in Experiment One did not ask for any 

information regarding the experiment and thus could not have 

communicated its purpose to others. Those who did request 

information were primarily concerned that the Snow Bowl was 

a real, non-hypothetical problem, and that their opinions 
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might somehow have an effect on Forest Service policy. 

Finally, candidate subjects for Experiment Two were specifi

cally asked if they had participated in Experiment One. None 

reported they had, and a record check for the two experiments 

revealed that this was true. 

A third source of error between the two experiments 

might be in the experimenter's expectations for different 

results. The same experimenter and her assistant conducted 

both experiments. In both cases, however, the experimenters 

were blind to the condition received by the subject and 

contact between experimenters and subjects was minimized 

through the use of written instructions. 

It was concluded, therefore, that the differences 

observed between the two experimental groups could be dis

cussed with some confidence that they are a result and not 

an artifact of experimental manipulation. The question 

arises, then, why a difference in decisions and confidence 

would result from the change in instrument order. The most 

likely source for this change is the fact that subjects 

examined and rated their emotions prior to writing a 

decision. To determine whether the emotions, as rated in 

these scales, changed as a result of order, SPSS MANOVA 

(Hull and Nie, 1981) was used to conduct a one-way multi

variate analysis of variance on emotion factors, calculated 

as they were in Experiment One. 
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Results of the MANOVA indicate a trend toward an 

overall increase in emotionality in Experiment Two 

(F(1,264) = 1.66, p<.ll). The overall mean ratings for all 

emotions in Experiment One was 3.2, and rose to 3.5 in 

Experiment Two. Univariate F-tests for individual emotion 

factors were inspected to identify which, if any, emotions 

were potential sources of this trend. Four of the eight 

emotion factors increased significantly between the original 

and new instrument order conditions: Angry (F(1,264) = 6.61, 

p<.Ol; Distress (F(1,264) = 8.58, p<.004; Nervous (F(1,264) = 

3.98), p<.05; and Afraid (F(1,264) = 6.88, p<.Ol). The 

remaining emotion factors, Happy, Alert, Fatigue, and 

Surprise, showed no statistically significant difference from 

Experiment One (see Table 16). 

Table 16. Mean Emotion Factor Values for Original and 
New Instrument Order Conditions. 

Emotion Original Order New Order 

Angry* 2.6 3.3 

Distress* 2.3 2.9 

Happy 4.0 3.7 

Nervous* 2.4 2.9 

Alert 7.5 7.4 

Fatigue 2.4 2.3 

Afraid* 1.5 2.9 

Surprise 3.1 3.3 

*Univariate F - test significant, pc 05. 
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In corroboration of Experiment One, in which negative 

affect was associated with preservation decisions, the 

results of Experiment Two also show an increase in negative 

affect associated with an increase in preservation decisions. 

Thus, the cha.nge in instrument order did result in a 

qualified increase in emotion. 

The major difference between the two experiments is, 

of course, the change in decisions and decision confidence 

that was presumably caused by the change in instrument 

order. More specifically, when subjects thought about their 

emotions before making and describing a decision, their 

decisions tended toward preservation regardless of writing 

style or issues emphasized in the problem presentations. 

This is in contrast to Experiment One in which consideration 

of emotionality after making and describing a decision was 

related to more development decisions. Furthermore, 

confidence in decisions was higher when emotions were made 

salient before decisions were made. 

One important question concerns the ecological 

validity of this finding. That is, given that this effect 

exists in this laboratory study, how does it relate to 

decisions that are made in real situations? More specifi

cally, do people in general make environmental decisions 

as subjects did in Experiment One or Experiment Two? 

Although a real resource management problem was used, 
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neither experiment accurately simulated a real environmental 

decision. Either experiment is as valid as the other as a 

laboratory simulation of the environmental decision process 

and no strictly methodological argument can be made for the 

ecological validity of either Experiment One or Experiment 

Two. 

Empirical and theoretical support can be found for 

the validity of the second expe~iment, however. Ittelson 

(1973) first argued for the primacy of affect in perceptual 

process. Zajonc (1980) provided. evidence for the salience 

of affect in everyday interactions with the environment. 

He proposed that the affective content of an evaluation of 

an environmental stimulus may be as vital, and more primal, 

than intellectual evaluations. Corroboration of these 

findings is found in the work of Ulrich (1979, 1981, in 

press) and Wohlwill (1976) who generated empirical evidence 

that affect is an important and adaptive component of the 

normal interaction between humans and their environment. 

The fact that decisions and decision confidence 

changed when emotions were made salient also parallels 

research and theory in intuitive decisions. Hammond (1982) 

proposed the existence of a quasi-rational thought mode 

which is not strictly analytic or intuitive, but somewhere 

between the two. He suggested that quasi-rationality per

vades everyday thought, that pure intuition and analysis 



are somewhat exceptional occurences. In empirical work, 

Westcott (1968) found that emotion and confidence are 

characteristics of intuitive decisions. 
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A common thread that runs through all these studies 

is the notion that emotion is an important contributor to 

commonplace decisions and judgments. Even those decision 

theorists who have opted to study the colder face of cogni

tion acknowledge that the more heated emotional component 

exists and that it is important (Newell and Simon, 1972; 

Miller, Galanter and Pribram, 1960). 

It is thus consistent with common sense and with 

recent theoretical and empirical findings that Experiment 

Two, wherein subjects attended to their emotions before 

they made decisions, is the more ecologically valid of the 

two experiments. This is, however, an empirical question 

of considerable importance and difficulty that the results 

presented here cannot definitively answer. 



CONCLUSION 

A primary goal of this research was to examine the 

interaction of emotions, decisions, and problem and decipher 

characteristics. One important finding was that decisions 

vary with the information on which they are based and with 

the situation in which they are made. Upon examination, 

this finding has revealed important implications for under

standing the public's response to resource management 

problems. Manipulations of information (issue emphasis) in 

Experiment One and the situation (instrument order) in 

Experiment Two resulted in significantly different decisions 

made by subjects selected from identical populations. A 

similar effect was described by Zube (1980). Residents near 

Niagara Falls made very different environmental decisions 

depending on the nature of the information they were given. 

Emphasis on the aesthetics of the falls generated decisions 

to modify their structure. Emphasis on the natural ecology 

of a waterfall influenced people to opt for preservation of 

the natural state of Niagara Falls. 

These findings, in combination, indicate that anyone 

proposing to assess the response of the public to a proposed 

management action must be aware that any presentation of 

information, and any situation in which it is presented may 
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have the effects on decisions made by the public. Thus, the 

notion of the "neutral" presentation of information is 

fallible: any type of presentation will probably have some 

effect. 

It is apparent from the results of this research that 

hope exists for eventual identification of many of the 

variables in problem presentation and the information 

gathering process that may influence public decisions. 

Beyond identification, some systematic relationships may be 

established. However these goals are far from realization 

and may never be fully realized. A realistic short term 

alternative is to employ converging operations to seek con

~ensus in public decisions. If several different types of 

public involvement programs, such as workshops or surveys, 

are used with identical public groups, consensual validation, 

or invalidation, would be at best achieved, and at least 

measured. Knowledge of between-method variability is 

preferable to acting upon a possibly false within-method 

consensus. 

Another finding which should be of interest to 

planners is the relationship between preservation decisions, 

confidence, and negative affect. Dana and Fairfax (1980) 

have suggested that emotionality is related to public 

challenge of, or opposition to, controversial professional 

planning judgments and decisions. The behavioral 
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implications of the association of emotionality, confidence, 

and preservation decisions were not assessed in this 

research. Certainly, a productive focus of future environ

mental decision research would be linking such configurations 

with resulting behaviors. Discrimination of factors, such as 

emotionality, which are likely to lead to irate letters to 

the editor versus litigation would be of obvious utility. 

With regard to emotionality of decisions, an important 

finding was that the instrument order change effected in 

Experiment Two seemed to ameliorate the generally weak 

findings of Experiment One. Consideration has to be given, 

however, to the fact that studies of emotionality in 

environmental decisions and judgments may never produce 

strong, clear findings. The role of emotion in decisions 

and judgments is a notoriously difficult topic for empirical 

inquiry. The general absence of research on this topic in 

the literature is evidence of that. 

There are several factors working against strong and 

clear results in this study and perhaps in others which may 

follow. The resource management problem was presented in a 

written (i.e., verbal) format which is a poor way to arouse 

emotion. Dana and Fairfax (1980) noted that a single photo

graph of a clearcut forest is enough to arouse outrage in 

most people. How many pages of text or data, however 

eloquent or pertinent, would be required to produce a 



similar reaction? Compounding the problem, the writing 

style conditions used in this study were written by an 

amateur, inexperienced in evoking emotion or feeling 

responses, and thus may have been too weak to influence 

either emotions or decisions. 
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A second issue involves the situation in which 

subjects were asked to cooperate. Subjects were students 

in an academic setting wherein emotion is not typically 

encouraged. Logic and rationality, however, are more 

often the standards by which students' work is judged. In 

addition, subjects, functioning in an essentially hypo

thetical context, simulated a decision process. Normal 

environmental decisions are not made in a classroom, with 

mimeographed stimulus matertals, for extra credit. Nor 

are normal decisions written down or evaluated on ten-point 

scales. Even more importantly, emotions are generally not 

rated on ten-point scales. In fact, all these scales and 

responses may be antagonistic to the expression of emotions. 

Considering the potential effects of these factors, 

it is surprising that any emotionality was measured at all. 

However, emotions did account for a small but meaningful 

proportion of the variance in decisions. Furthermore, the 

findings of Experiment Two indicate that amelioration of 

just one of these factors, the salience of emotion in the 

experimental situation, has effects not only on emotion

ality, but on decisions which may be a function of that 
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emotionality. When subjects were attuned to their emotions 

prior to making and describing decisions, levels of several 

emotions increased (in spite of being rated on ten-point 

scales) and their decisions changed. Logical extensions of 

this study would be to complete Experiment Two for all the 

experimental conditions of Experiment One, and to replicate 

either experiment with a different planning problem. 

Identification of situational, problem, and personal 

characteristics which influence decisions and emotions, is 

but one of several means of studying environmental decisions 

and judgments. Process-tracing, a method which focuses on 

the process by which information is used and combined to 

produce decisions, has been proposed as a useful adjunct 

to linear regression and ANOVA methods, and as a valid 

method in its own right (Einhorn, Kleinmuntz and Kleinmuntz, 

1979). This method combines records of information search 

and reports of steps in a decision process to produce a 

detailed description of an individual's decision process 

(Carroll and Payne, 1977). ANOVA and linear regression 

techniques such as those used in this research have the 

singular disadvantage of requiring ~ priori identification 

of salient, or potentially salient variables. Process

tracing allows post hoc identification of variables and 

formation of theory. 
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Ideally, of course, the goal of environmental 

decision research is to relate all aspects of environ

mental decisions and judgments, including the characteris

tics of problems, people, and situations, the decision 

process or product, and the behavioral outcome. This 

research has identified and begun to examine the effects of 

emotionality, one of a large and complex array of variables 

which interact to produce decisions, judgments, and 

behavior. 
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~ . 
~ ccr.o~:cs 

Co ld 

~n ~he pas~ decade a con~ ~ ove ~s y ~as a~~sen in Jor~ha~~ A~~z ~ na . 

T~is controversy has involved the u se of Forest Se~v:ce _ands a s~ort 

distance north of Flagstaff . Since 1937 the Snow Bowl Ski Area , one 

of only two in Arizona , has pr ovided recreation for Arizona , sk~ers . 

?resently the 777 -acre area has 123 acres of ski t ~ai ls ~h~ch co~fortaoly 

serve only 1475 skiers per da y via one chairlif~ and several su~~ace 

lifts. A narrow dirt road provides access to the base of ~he area ~here 

a day lodge and cafe teri a are located. A ? ri vate cor;oration ho _d s 

the leas e to the land on which Snow Bowl is located . Thi s corpora tion 

has submitted a request to the Forest Service to expand t~e leased 

area, add new chairlifts and trails , improve the access r oad , and 

eventually to build hotel and condominium a cco~moda tions . 

The Fo res t Service has the power to decide not only whether this 

request s hould be granted o r denied but also whe~he r to remove t~e sK: 

area completel y or to adopt any option between the extremes of removal 

and ful _ development . The values of all the ~esi dents of Arizona, as 

well as tho se of local special interest groups , must be conside~ed :n 

this decision . 

In deciding the fat e of the Snow Bowl S~i Area a number of conflicting 

factors mu s t be weighed . Among the opponents o f Snow 3owl exna~sion 

are those who ~auld like to see no development of an y ~ind i~ t he San 

:rancisco Peaks . These mountains form a unique ecol ogical island in 

the surrounding desert and are home to several plants which ~ave been 

p aced on the endangered species list and to a varia~y o f bi ~ ds and 

~ a m mals . ~n vi ~on mentalists also claim that ~he sight of ~~e s ki ~es o r: 

on t he mountains:de detracts f r om the overall 7iew and t~a~ ~~pr o v~ng 

or ~ ain~aining present access t o these s_opes 
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~o~ld con~ribu~e to erosion and a decl~na in ~atsr ~~a-~~ y . 

Another issue in the Snow 3owl controversy is ~iat o ~ : i e r~~~~s 

of ~ava jo and ~opi Indians to pract:ce their religions. ? or eaci ~r~~e 

the San Francisco Peaks are the home of important superna tural 8eings . 

As the home of these gods, the San Francisco Peaks are important places 

for gathering herbal medicine s and for perfor~ing signifi can~ religiJus 

ri tuals. aeligious leaders of both ~ribes emphasize the fac~ t~at an y 

non -religi ous use of th e San Francisco ?eaks is forbidden by t~e ~r 

re ligion s and significantly reduces the effectiveness of thei r rit~als 

and medicines . 

On the othe r hand, one benefit of expansion would be ~he i~prove~en~ 

of recreational opportun:ties for skiing and for other purp o ses . 

individua_s use the Snow 3owl ski lifts in summerti~e for hikin g access 

.to Agassiz and Humph rey's Peaks above the ski area, or for a pleasant 

cool ride. For skiers, expans:on would mean safer skiing and shorter 

lif~ lines . Developm ent would increase the number of beginning and 

intermediate ski trails from 60% of the present acreage to 75{ , and 

provide a dditional chairlifts to increase the comf or table carrying 

capacity . In general , expansion would provide a mo re enjo yable SKllng 

experience in one of only two major ski areas in Ariz on a . 

Anothe r, mo re important , advantage of expansion of Snow 9owl is 

the benefit it ~auld hold for the economy . This econ o~ic benefit would 

first be seen locally , and ·n the long run, statewide . ~ ven as i~ 

presen tly exists , the Arizona Snow 3owl brings in con si de ra~ le revenue. 

Jirect spending at this area ranges from $400 , 000 in a poor year ~ or 

skiing to $1 , 500 , 000 in a good yea r. Sxpansion of the area would 

inc~ease thi3 to~ r~nge of 358 0 , 000 to S2 , 100 , 00 . 



3ut ~~e _oc al econ o~ic be~ef~~s o ~ expansi on ex~ana be;~n~ ~~e 

revenue generated at the ski area itself. ~uc~ of ~~is ~cney ~s 

reinve sted in the local economy. Fo r examp_e , food and s upplies a~o 

purchased for use in the lodge. In addition, tho se ~ho come ~o ski a t 

Snow Bowl spend money locally on skiing equipment, food, gas, and 

lodging . These dollars not only fuel the loca _ economy, but als o 

?rovide tax revenue for important local serv:ces . 

aspect of expansion of Snow Bowl facilities is the increase in employ -

ment in both the short and long terms. If permission for expansi on 

is granted , many local jobs will be created for construction of the 

new facilities . Perhaps more importantly , many permanent jobs will be 

created by the increased services at the ski area. ~stimates of the 

number of new jobs that would be created at Snow 9owl range from 121 

to 374 depending on the extent to which the area is allowed to expand . 
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Beyond these immediate local benefits are others ~hich would accrue 

in the long run to the entire state. Increased emp_oyment would 

reduce the amount paid by the state in unemployment benefit s . The 

secondary effects of employment and increased spending include ~igher 

. tax revenue, and respending of income local y and regi onally, oath of 

which would benefit all Arizona residents . 

?inally, the legal requiremen t s pertinent to this cont r ove rs y 

must be acknowledged. The ~ ltiple Use Sustained ~ield Ac~ of 1960 

requires that public lands be managed for a variety of purposes, 

including harvest of resources or recreati on . ~he ~a tive Ame rican 

~eligious ?reedom Act of 1978 , although as yet un~ested in cour~, 

guarantees the rights of N a~ive Ame ricans to prac~ice thei r religi on s . 

Thus the controversy at Snow Bowl involves con ~_i t among the 

values of many types and groups of people . Tra deof fs ~ave to oe ~ade 

3 
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wh ich specifically value one group's bene~i t relat~ v e_ ; ~ o re ~ha~ 

~~hers . For example, granting pe r~~ssi on ~ o r expa~si on ~ o ld be~e ~~~ 

the _ocal econo my and skiers fr om all ov er the sta~e. ~ew ov a_ of ~ n e 

ski area would please the Indians in the regi on and wi _der~ess ad vo cates 

everywhere. However, expansion and removal are only th e ends of a 

continuum, the center of which includes man y intermediate alterna t~v es. 

The Forest Service mu st choose one alternat~ve on thi s cont~~uuw 

after weighing the values of al_ interested people . 

Please make your own evaluation of this problem and decide ~hat 

you think the Forest Service should do . De scri be your dec~sion in 

detail on the following page, referring to the above description as 

mu ch as you like . 



Cold 

In the past dec a de a con~ro7ersy ~as ar~se~ ~ ~ J rtie r~ Ar ~: o~a. 

This cont r oversy has involved the use of ? crest Service _a nds a s~or~ 

distance no r th of Flagstaff . Since 1937 the Snow 3owl Ski Area , o~e 

o: only two in Arizona , has provided recreation for Arizona skiers . 

Pr esent l y the 777 - acre a r ea has 123 acres of ski trails ~hich comfortab _y 

serve only 1~75 skiers per day via one chairli~t and several sur~ace 

lifts . A nar row dirt roa d provide s access to the base of ~he area ~here 

a da y lodg e and ca!eteria are loca ted . A private corporation ho _ds 

the lease to the land on which Snow Bowl is located . This corpora~ion 

has submitted a request to the Forest Service to expand the leased 

area , add new cha irlifts and trails , improve the access road , and 

eventually to build hotel and condominium accommodations . 

The Forest Se r vice has the power to decide not only whether this 

request should be granted or denied but also Nhether to remove the ski 

area completely or to adopt any option between the extremes of r e~oval 

and full development . !he values of all the residents of Arizona , as 

~ell as those of local special interest groups, ~ust be consiiered ~~ 

this decision . 

In deciding the ~ate of the Snow 9owl Ski Area a nu~ber o! con 

flicting factors ~ust be weighed . One issue in the Snow 3owl contro 

versy is that of the rights of ~avajo and ~opi Indians to practice ~~ei r 

religions . For each tribe · ~he San Francisco ?eaks are tie ~o~e of 

i~portant supernatu r al beings. As the ho~e o! these gods , ~ ~ e San 

?rancisco ?eaks are i~portan~ places f or gat~eri~g ierba_ ~edi-~~es 

and for performing significant rel~g~ous r~tuals . ~eligious leaders 

of both tribes emphasize the fact that any non - re_:gious use of t~e 
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reduces tne effectiveness of their rituals ~nd ~ed~ci~es . 

Amon~ the opponents of Snow 3owl expansion are envi r on~entalists 

~no would like to see no developmen~ of any kind in t~e San ?rancisco 

Pe~ks. T~e se mountains form a unique ecological island in the 

surrounding desert and are nome to several plants which have been 

placed on the endangered species list and to a variety of birds and 

mammals . 2nvironmentalists a_so claim that the sight of ~he ski resort 

on the mountainside detra cts from the overall view ~nd th a t improving 

or maintaining present access to these sl ope s fo r skiing and hiLing 

would contribute to erosion and a decline in water quality . 
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On the othe r hand, another factor to be considered is ~he advantage 

of development for the local economy. Estimates of total direct 

revenue from the ski area as it exists range from about SLOO,OOO in a 

poor skiing year to mo re than $1 ,500, 000 in a good year . Further 

development of the ski area would increase these figures and create 

jobs both during and after const r uction of new facilities . ?urther~ore, 

secondary income would be generated from increased tourism , taxes, and 

reinvestment of wages and profits in the Flags t af: area. 

Another, more important advantage of expanding Snow 3owl is the 

e ffec~ it would have on a significant recreational outl et :or many 

Arizona residents. Demand for skiing in Arizona and elsewhere has 

increased astronomical_ y in ~he past decade and is expected to continue 

to increase . 

There are two pri~ary components of the skiing ~xperience wh~ch 

a-o at issu e at Snow 3owl . ?irst, skier safety is a critical fac~or. 

At Snow 3owl , in comparison with most other ski areas, ~here is a very 

_ow proportion of beginning and ·:nte rmedia t e s~i trails . ~hese trai _s 

become hazardous!; crowded quickly , for ~ ing skiers on~o ex~e r~ slopes 

2 
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before tney ~re ready . Onc e on the expe~ ~ tra~l . a s k~er of :i=i ~ed 

expertise becomes a ~azard to ctt e ~s ~s well as to h!=self by s~!i~~ 

out of control and f alling, leaving all manner of eq u ip m e~t on t~e slopes 

for others to run over . In ~ ddition , t r~veling to and f~ o~ Sn ow 3owl 

can oe a hazardous experience on the narrow unpaved access r oa d . 

A second factor is the qual ity o f the recrea t ional experience . 

Snow 3owl is known in Arizona for having c~owded sl op es ~n d lon g ( often 

30 to 45 minutes ) lift l~nes. Yet crowds increase annual_ y because 

skiing is inherently a highly rewarding experience. Expansi on J: 

facilities at Snow 3owl would ma ke this experience truly re wariing for 

skiers i~ a state with few skii~g opportunities . In addi tion , th e 

Snow 3owl chairlift is used in the summer to provide hiking access to 

th e peaks ~oove th e sk~ area and.for sigh t -see ing rides in the cool 

gree!l. moun t ains. Developmen t of the facilities ~ t Snow 3owl is thu s an 

opt ion that would increase the quali ty of man y recreati ona l ac tiv ~ tie s. 

? inal l y , the legal requir emen t s pertinent to this controversy 

must be acknowledged . The Mult i ple Use Sustained Yield Act ~f 1960 

requires tha t public lands be managed for ~ variet y of purposes , 

including harvest of res ou rces or recreati on. Tte Na tiv e American 

~eligiou s ?reedo m Act of 1978 , althou gh as yet unte sted in court, 

guarantees tn e right s of Na tive Ame ricans to pr~ctice the !~ religi ons. 

~h us the controversy at Snow 3owl involres con flic ~ a~ o ng the 

val~es o f rn ao y types ~nd groups of people . Tradeoffs nave to bB made 

whi~n specifically value on e group's benefit re l a t i vely ~ ore tn ~~ 

oth ers. ? o r example , granting pe r mission fo r exp ~nsi on wouli be~efit 

t he loca l eco!l.om y and s kie rs from a ll ov er the s t ate. ~emoval o f • he 

s ki area would nlease th e Indians i ~ the regi on ~nd wilde r~ess advocates 

3 



every~here. ~ o~ever , ex~ansion and removal are onl y ends 

continuum , the center of ~hich includes ~any interDed~a~e al~e~~atives. 

~~e Forest Service ~ust choose one alternative on this con~inuu2 

after weighing the values of all interested peop_e. 

Please make your own evaluation of this problem and decide what 

you think the Forest Service should do. Describe your decision in 

detail on the following page, referring to the above descrip~i o n ~c 

much as you like. 
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::ndis.r. ?.sligion 

':old 

~~is controversy ~as in vol~ed t~ e ~ se c~ ? o res~ Se ~ v~ce l s. nds s. s~ 8 r~ 

d~s tance nort h of ?ls.gstaf: . Since 19 37 the Sn ow 3owl 3k~ A ~es., on e 

of only t~o in Arizona , has provided recreat~on : or Ar~zons. s kiers . 

?resently the 777 - acre area ~as 123 acres of ski t ~a~ls ~hic h co~ : o r tabl y 

serve only 1~7 5 s kier s per day via one chairl~f t s.nd severs.l surfs.ce 

_ifts . A narrow dirt road provides access to t he base of the area ~~ ere 

a da y lodge and cafeteria are located . A private c orpors.ti on ho _ds · 

the lease to the land on ~hich Snow Bowl is located . This c o ~p o ra tio._ 

has submitted a request to the Forest Service to expand ~ ~ e leased 

area , add new c~airlifts s.nd trails, improve th e s.ccess road, and 

eventuall y to build hat e_ and condom~nium acc o~moda t i ons. 

The Forest Service has the power to decide not only ~nether thi s 

request should be granted o r denied but als o ~heth er ~o rem ov e the sE.i 

s.rea completely or to adopt any option between the extre~es o f re moval 

and full development . The values o f all the res iden t s o ~ Arizona , ~~ 

· .. ;el_ as those of local special interest gr o· ps, l!lU Sl. be con si:ioere d i n 

ti': is decision . 

In deciding the ~a te of the Snow aowl SE.i Area a num ber of 

confl icting fa cto rs ~ust be weighed . One benefi t of e xpansi on woul d 

be th e i mp r ove~ent of re c ~ eationa _ oppo r~uni ties f or s k i~ng and for 

oth er purposes . Man y individuals u se the Sn ow ~ o w - ski lifts in 

s umm ertime f o r hiking access to Ags.ssiz s.nd ~ump~re y ' s ?eaks above -c,hoe 

ski area , o r fo r a pleasant coo_ r ide . 

sa:er skiing and s ho r t er lift lines . 

nu~~e r of beginning and inte r ~ edia te ski trai~3 :ra= 60~ o: :~a presen~ 

s.cres.ge to 75% , an d crovide additi on a l c~ai r li::s - J i nc r ease : ~e 



comf~rtable carr y i~g cap~cit y . 

in Arizona . 

Another factor to be considered is th e ~dvantag9 o~ develop2e~~ 

for the local economy . Estimates of total direct revenue ~r o ~ :~e 

ski area as it exists range from about $LOO , OOO in a poor skiing yea r 

to more than $1 , 50 0 , 000 in a good year . ?urther develop~ent ~f :i2 

ski area would increase these figures and create jobs both dur~ng and 

after construction of new facilities. Furthermore , secondary inco~e 

would be generated from increased tourism , taxes , ~nd reinvest~ent of 

wages and profits in the Flagstaff area. 

On the other hand , among the opponents of Snow 3oNl expansion are 

those who would like to see no development of any Kind in the San ?ran-

cisco Peaks. These mountains form a unique ecological island in the 

surrounding desert and are home to several plants which have been 

placed on the endangered species list and to a variety of ~irds and 

mammals . Environmentalists also claim that the sight of ~he s~i 

resort on the mountainside detracts from the overall view and that 

improving or maintaining present access to t hese slopes f o r s~iing cr 

hiking would contribute to erosion and a decline in ~ater q ualit y . 

Another, ~ore important iss e in the Snow 3owl con~ro v ers y is 
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that of the rights of ~avajo and 2opi Indians to pract~ce ~heir re~~g~~n5. 

Both Indian tribes believe that the San ?rar. c isco ?eaks are the sacred 

homes of supernatural entities which figure prominently in their relig~ c ns. 

The Hopi believe that the San ?rancisc o ?eaks are the h o ~e of 

the Kachinas, a_so known as the Cloud ?eop·e. ~he ~achinas are 

ancestral spirits and arbitrators bet~een ~ h e ~ o pi and higher leve _ 

supernatural beings . Protection o f t he ~ o untains ensures ~h~: the 

2 



~ o~~ ~ill have enough rain for their crops and ~ealthy long lives. 

r~ ~opi feel that any disrup t ion of the mountain home of ti e ~ac~i~as 

~ ~ ~ bring disaster. 

The Navajo, like the Hopi, believe that certain supernatural 

:e:ng s inhabit the San Francisco Peaks. They have also exchanged 

? r o-ection of these mountains for the health and happiness of their 
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t ~ibe. A basic principle of the Navajo religion is that every natural 

e~ tity , a mountain for example, is a living being. The Navajo see 

t ~ emselves as the children of nature. As such, they have a resp on sibili ty 

~ o protect nature in general, and the San Francisco ?eaks in particular . 

Medicine men from both tribes collect various tree barks and 

~~ant s in the San Francisco Peaks and believe that remedies and po t i on s 

=aie from these items are more potent because they were gathered in 

~ ~ e ho mes of the gods. Both tribes also make daily contact wi th the 

?ea~s through prayer, song, and through the sight of the ~ountains in 

~~e distance . To these Indians the skiing industry is a disrup tive 

~~::uence which threatens not only their religious practice but a_so 

~ h eir day-to-day life. 

?inally, the legal requirements pertinent to this controversy 

= ~ st be acknowledged. The Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act of 96 

requires that public lands be managed for a variety of purposes , 

~~eluding harvest of resources or recreation. The Native American 

~eligious Freedom Act of 1978, although as yet untested in court, 

~uarantees the rights of Native American Indians to practice their 

re li gions. 

Thus the controversy at Snow Bowl involves conflict among the 

?alu es of many types and groups of people. Tradeoffs have to be ~ade 

~h ich specifically value one group's benefit relati vely mo re than 

3 
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tners . 

~ne local economy and skiers fr o ~ a~l ov er the s~a~e . 

sk: area would please the Indians in tne region and ~ilderness aivoca~es 

everywhere . How ever, expansion and re moval are only th e ends of a 

continuum, the center of which includes man y inter~edia t e al t erna~i v es. 

The Forest Service must choose on e alternati1e on this con~inuum a:~er 

weighing the values of all interes~ed people . 

Please ma ke your own evaluation o f this problem and decide wnat 

you think the Forest Service should do . Describe your decision in 

detail on the following page , referring to the above description as 

much as you like . 
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In th e past decade a con~roversy ~as arisen in : io rt~er~ ~r~= ~ ~a . 

~~is controversy has invol ved ~ ~e use o ~ ? c res t Service lands a s~~r~ 

distance north of Flagstaff . Since 19 37 th e Snow 3owl Ski Area, one 
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of only two in Arizona, has provided recrea t i on for Ariz on a s~~ers. 

Presentl y the 777 - acre area has 123 acres of ski trai_s ~hich com f o r.~abl y 

serve only 1475 skiers per day via one cha:rlift and sev e ral s~r:ace 

l ifts . A narro~ dirt road provides access to t he base of the area ~h ere 

a day lodge and cafeteria are located . A Frivate corporati on holds 

the _ease to the land on which Snow 3owl is located . Th is corporation 

nas submitted a request to the Fores t Service to expand the leased 

area, ·add new chairlifts and trails, i~prove the access r oad, and 

eventuall y to build hotel and condominium accommodations. 

The Forest Se r vice has the power to decide not on ly wh e the r thi s 

request. s ho uld be granted or denied but also wh ether to re mov e ~ie sKi 

area completely o r to adopt any opt ion between the extre mes of r emoval 

and full development . Th e values o f al l the residen t s of Ari zon a , as 

wel l as : those of local special interes~ group s, mu s t be con sidered in 

this decision . 

In deciding the fate of the Snow 3owl Ski Area a nu~ber of con -

flic t ing factors must be weighe d . One obviou s fac ~o r to be cons~dered 

is the advan t age of development for tie local econo~y . 

total direct revenue fran the ski area as it exis~s range fro~ a bout 

3400,000 in a poor s~iing y ear to ~ore than S1 ,5 00 , 000 in a good year . 

? urther dev el opm en t o f the ski area ~ould increase ~h ese fig~res anc 

c rea te jo bs bo~h during and af te r con s t r uct i on of new fa c ili:ies . 

? u r th e~~ore , secondary income Hould be genera~ed from increased ~o~ ris= , 

t axes, and reinvestment of ~ages and p r o f~~s ~~ ~~e ?:ags ~ aff area . 
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Another benefit of expansion ~oul~ ~e ~~s ~~p~ ~7 e~e~~ ~~ ~e~-

rea tional o pportuni~ies for skiing an d f or o ~~e~ ;ur; o ses. ~ an ; 

individua ls us e th e Snow 3owl ski ~i fts in s u~~e r~i ~e = ~ ~ ~i~i~g a~cess 

to Agassiz and Humphrey ' s Pea k s above the ski area, or f or a ; ~e asan~ 

cool ride. For skiers, expansion would ~ean safer skiing an d s no r t er 

lift lines. Development would increase the numbe~ of beginning a~d 

intermediate ski trails from 60% of th e present acreage ~o 75% . a~d 

provide additional chairlifts to increase th e comfor t able carrying 

capacity. In general, expansi on would provide a more enj oyable skiing 

experience in one of only two major ski areas in Arizona . 

On the other hand , another issue in the Sn ow 3owl cont rovers y ~s 

tha t of the rights of ~ avajo and gopi Indians to p~ac t i ce thei r re li gi on s. 

Fo r -e ac h t ri be the San Francisc o Pea ks are the home of i~portan~ s upe ~-

natural beings. As the hom e of th ese gods, the San Francisco ?eaks are 

important places for gathering herbal medi cines and :or perfor~ing 

signifi can t religious ri tuals. Religious lea ders of both t ribes emphasize 

the . fac t tha t an y non-religious use of the San Francisco ?eaks is 

f or bi dde n by their religions and significantly re duc es the ef:ectiveness 

of their ri tuals and ~edicines . 

Ano th er, mo re i mpo r t an t dis advan tage of the expansion of Sn ow 

3owl would be its effects on the na tural environment . Snv iron menta lists 

point out that the San Francisco Peaks f o r~ a un i que ecol og ical i s l a nd 

in the surrounding desert t errain. !he se peaks, th e hi ghes t in Ari zona , 

~ere formed from volcanic er~ptions ~ anymill enniaag o . ~~e ~rae - cove r ed 

slopes are the home of mammals such as elk, bear, and mounta in _i on s, 

an~ many varie ti es of birds . Several species of p _an t s ~are en o ~g~ 

to have been placed on th e endangered spec:es _is t a lso gr o~ on ~~e 

slopes of the San Francisco Pea ks . 
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_r. ~ddition to noting the unique natural qualities of th ese 

~ oun ~ain s, environmentalists describe the da mage done by s kiing , 

~ i~i~5 . and driving vehicles on th e slopes. Th e Snow Bowl ~ o ad and 

~iai ~ li:t , by making it easier for people to gain access to th ese 

= oun~ain s, also increase the soil com paction and erosi on caused by 

~ i e ~eight of many vehicles, feet, and skis. Furthermore, environ

~ent alist s and hikers maintain that the areas whic~ have been cut f or 

ski t ra il s are ugly and can be seen for miles . 

~:lderness enthusiasts feel that expansion of Snow Bowl, if not 
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its exist ence, should be questioned because it is not necessary . 

~ xcellent skiing opportunities can be found close by in southern Ut a h and 

~ olo r~ do , and at Sunrise Ski area in Arizona . 

? or many environmentalists the existence of the Snow 9owl Ski Area 

~ n the San Francisco Peaks has become a symbol of the destruc tion o f 

:ie natu ral environment. In a world in which few areas of untouched 

~a:u ra l beauty remain, protecting one more natural envir onm en t fro m 

i~~ r usion is an issue more vital than the rest. 

?i~ally, the legal requirements pertinent to this controversy 

~ u s~ je acknowledged. The Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act of 196 0 

~ equi ~ es that public lands be managed for a varie ty of purposes, 

~ n2 : Jd ~~g harvest of resources or recrea t ion. The Native AQeri ca n 

?~l ~ ~~ o u s Freedom Act Df 1978, although as yet untes ted in · cour~. 

~~a r a~~ee s t he rights of Native Americans to practice thei r re ligion s. 

:iu s the controversy at Snow Bowl involves conflict a mong the 

~~lJes of many types and groups of people. Tradeoffs have to be ~ade 

~h i ~ ~ spec ifically value one group's benefit rela tiv ely mo re than 

= ~~e~s . For example, granting permission fo r expansi on wou_d b enef~ t 
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the local economy and skiers ~~ 8 ~ a:l c?e r ~he s tate . ~e~o va~ ~f ~~e 

ski area ~auld ~lease t h e Indians in the regi~n and ~i_derness adv o ca~es 

everywhere . ~oweve r, expansion and remo val are on _ y the ends ~= a 

continuum , the center of ~hich includes many intermediate a_ternatives . 

The Forest Service must choose one alternative on this continuu~ 

after weighing the values of all interested people . 

Please make your own evaluation of this problem and decide ~hat 

you think the Forest Service should do . Desc ribe your decision in 

detail on the following page, re fer ring to the above description as 

much as you like . 
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~con o~ ics 

~ ot 

~here is ~ h under in t~e San ?ra~cisco ?eaks ~Jrt~ a~ ?~ags~a~~. 

and it centers over the proposed expansion of skiing facil~ties loca t ed 

on ?orest Service land . Since 1937 the Snow 3owl Ski Area, one of only 

~wo ski areas in Arizona , has provided recreation for Arizona skiers. 

?resently the 777-acre area ha s 123 acres of ski trail s ~h~c~ comfor~abl y 

ser7e only 1475 skiers per day via one chairlift and several surface 

lifts. A narrow dirt road provides access to the base of the area 

where a day lodge and cafeteria are located. A private corporation 

holds the lease to the land on which Snow Bowl is located. This corpor 

ation has submitted a request to the Fo res t Service to expand the 

leased area, add new chairlifts and trails , improve the ac cess road, 

and eventually to build hotel and condominium accommodations. 

The ?orest Service has the power to decide not only whethe r this 

request should be granted or denied but also whether to remove the s ki 

area completely or to adopt any option betweeen the extremes of re moval 

and full development . The values of all t he residents of Arizona , as 

well as those of local special interest groups , must be considered in 

this decision . 

There are some who object to the existence of the presen t s~~ 

facilities and who oppose any expansion whatsoever . Their ra nks incl ude 

environmentalists who point out that the ·nique eco_ ogy of ~hese 

~ountains is home to several endangered species o f ~ildfl o wers and to 

a variet y of _birds and ma~mals. They claim t ha t the ski area is an 

eyesore in an otherw~se majestic mountai n range . ? r th ermore , skiing 

a~d ~i~ing cause erosion and may cause the sparkling air and water o~ 

the ~ountain slopes to become polluted. 

t hers who object to t h e proposed expa~si o n incl ude t he :ra vaj o 



and ~ opi Iniians for ~horn t~e lofty San ?rancisco ?ea~s a~e ~~e ~e ar t 

o~ religi ous oe _iefs and practices . 3o~~ t ribes ~elieve tt a t :i~se 

~ountains are the home of important s upe rna tural beings . 3ecause 

of this belief , ri tuals perf o r~ed , and herbal medicines ga~he ~ed ~n 

th e ?ea ks assume a special, sacred significance. 2opi ~nd ~avaj o 

religi ou s leaders emp hasize that an y ~~nd of m ec~anical disturoance 

of these sl ope s vio lates the sacred t rust held by each tribe, and 

invites disaster . 

Expansion of Snow Bowl has its proponents as well . ~xpansion 

would increase the number of beginning and inter~ediate s ki t rai l s, 

bringing a safer skiing experience for tho se with limited exper t ise . 
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Mo re chairlifts would shorten the waiting time considerab _y . ?ur the r rno re, 

many people use the Snow Bowl chairlifts in summerti me for a pl~asant 

cool ride or for access to hikin g on Agassiz and 2urnphrey's ?eaks 

above ~h e ski area. 

~ore importantl y , Snow Bowl expansion would produce considerable 

benefits for th e local and regional economy in a tim e ~hen econo~ic 

recessi on has cast a cloud of despair over ~ an y peoples' l i ves. 

People spend a lot of mo ney a t Snow Bowl : estimates range fro m 

$400 , 000 in a poor year for skiing t o $1 , 500 , 000 in a good year . 

. :xpansion would increase this t o a ~ange of £580, 000 to $2,1 00 , 000 . 

But th ese figures represen t mo re than a few extra dolla~s of profit for 

the corporation that own s Snow Bowl . Skiers also spend money in ? l agsta:f 

on equipment, gas, and hotels . Othe r dollars ~ust be spen t , probably 

local ly , by the Snow Bowl ope ra to rs fo r supplies used a t the ski area. 

Owners of local businesses would certainly ~e ~elieved to see s o~e 

extra customers, particu l arl y those who ~ight not oth erwise survire 

the recessi 0n . 
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3xpansion of Snow 3owl ~auld a_s o ~a~e jobs availa~le - 121 to 

374 new j obs depending on t~e extent of the expansion . 

extra t ax revenue from these jobs and froo sales and cor~orate taxes 

might save some vital state social programs from going unde r . 
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The extra dollars generated by Snow Bowl expansion iave , of ~curse, 

great tangible value . But there are also less tangible benefits . 

For example, an unemployed worker mig~t salvage some self respec~ for 

him or herself by being able to provide for a family again . A ?_agstaff 

small business owner , struggling to survive amidst fierce compet i tion 

in a very tight market , might be saved from bankruptcy and the ur-eruplo y

ment dole by th e influx of corporate dollars from Snow Bowl owners . 

Or , a social program to aid the disable or elderly might survive ~he 

budgetary ax~ enabling individuals s t aggering under the burdens of 

poverty or hardship to hold their heads a little higher . For those 

individuals who might benefit in these ways, the gains in dignity and 

self respect are unmeasurable in economic terms . Sconomic grow~h 

engendered by Snow Bowl expansion migh~ foster human growt~ as ~el_. 

?inally , it must be noted that legislation exists ~hici is pertinent 

to the issues in the Snow Bowl controversy . The ~ultiple Use Sustained 

Yield Act of :960 requires ~anagement of publ~c lands f or a diversity 

of purposes including recreation and harvest of natural res ou rces . 

The Native American Religious ?reedom Act, un te s t ed in co r t , was 

passed in 1978 to ensure that all Ame rican Indians have the freedom 

to practice their religions . 

Thus the controversy at Snow 3owl ~nvolves conflict a~ong ~he 

values of many types and groups of people . Tr adeoffs ~ave to be ~ade 

which S?ecifically value one group ' s benefit relativel y oore ~ian 

othe rs . ? o r example , granting permission f or expans ion would benef ~ t 
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the local economy and SK~ers from all o ver the sta~e. ~e~oval o f t~e 

ski area would please the Indians in the regi on and ~~~der~ess ad~oca~es 

everywhere . However , expansion and reQoval are only the ends o~ a 

continuum, the center of which includes many in~ermedia~e alter~atives . 

The Forest Service must choose one alternative on this continuum 

afte r weighing the values of all interested people. 

Please make your own evaluation of ~his problem and decide ~hat 

you think the Forest Service should do . Desc r ibe your decision in 

detail on the following page , referring to the above description as 

much as you like . 
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Tnere is thunder in tie San ?ranciscc ?ea~s ~or:~ o: : : ~ss~a::, 

and it centers over t h e prop o sed expansi on o f skii~5 :ac~:i~:es : :ca~ed 

on Forest Service land . Since 1937 the Snow 3owl Ski Area, ~ ne f Jnly 

two ski areas in Arizona , has pr ovided recrea t ion f or Ar i zona sk:ers . 

?resently the 777 - acre area ~as 123 acres of ski t rails wh ic~ co~f o r t abl y 

serve only 1475 skiers per da y via one chairlift and several surface 

lifts . A na rrow dirt road provides access to the base of the area 

where a day lodge and cafeteria are located . A private corpora~ion 

holds the lease to the land on which Snow Bowl is l ocated. This corpor -

a t ion has submitted a request to the Forest Service to ex~and the 

leased area , add new chai r lifts and trails , improve the access road , 

and eventuall y to build hotel and condominium accommoda~i on s . 

Th e Forest Service ~as the powe r to decide not onl y whe t~e r this 

req uest should be granted or denied but also whether to rem ov e th e ski 

area comp_etely or to adopt any option between the extremes of removal 

and full development . !he values of all the residents of Ariz ona, as 

well as those of local special interest gr ou ps , · must be considered in 

thi s decision . 

_here are so me who ob j ec t to the exis t ence of the present ski 

faci_ities and wh o oppose an y expansion whatsoever . Th ei ~ r~n~s inc lu~e 

environmentalists who poin t out that the unique ecology of t ~ ese 

mountains is home to several endangered species of wi _dflowers and to 

a ~ariety of birds and mammals . ~ h e y claim that th e ski area is an 

eyes ore in an otherwise ~ajestic . ~ounta:n ran~e . : ~ rt~er~ o re , s k ii~g 

a nd iiking cause erosi on and ~ay cause th e spark_ing ai r and ~a t er of 

t~e mountain slopes to 8ec om e pol_uted . 

Jt: .ers who o bjec t to the proposed expans!on include ~ie J a vaj o 



~nd ~opi I ndians for ~hom ~he lofty San ?rancisc o ?ea~s are ~~e ~e~~~ 

of ~e-igi ou s beliefs ~nd prac tice s . 3oth t ribes 8el~eve ~~at t~e se 

=ountains are the hom e of important supernatur~l beings . 3ecause 

of th is belief , rituals perf ormed, and herbal ~edicines gat he red in 

the Peaks assume a special, sacred signifi cance . ~opi and ~avajo 

religious leaders emphasize that an y ~ind of ~echanica_ disturbance 

of thes e sl op es violates the sacred trust held by each tribe, and 

invites disaster . 

But there is no doubt that granting permissi on to expand Snow 3owl 

could provide benefits to th e people of Flagstaff apd Arizona . Tota l 

revenue from operation of the ski faci_it~es ranges fr om $40 0 , 000 in 

~poor skiing year to $1 , 500 , 000 in a good year . Oth er ~uc h needed 

economic benefits would be realized through the new jobs generated by 

the expansion , increased tax revenue , and reinvestmen t in ? _ags t aff 

and Arizona . 

J ob s and dollars would not be the only benefits of Snow 3owl 

expansion . Whe n this expansion provides bet t er , easier access to the 

uppe r reac he s of th e San Francisco ?ea~s . exci t ing recreational oppor 

tuni t ies ~ill become available for skiers and nonskiers alike . 

Summerti~e chairlift rides will enable vis itors to enjoy th e mag 

nificent view from the chair or to wander in the ~ o res t glades and 

Tt ead ows above th e ski ~rea . 
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Of co urse, th e m?st important benefit of expansion wil l be realize d 

by thous ands o f Ariz ona skiers . An intelligently planned ski area 

causes very little environmental damage and offe rs so ~uch delight for 

sk iers . SKiing is a thrilling sport ~hich coobines th e excitement 

of all - out pnysical exertion with the pristine bea uty of crystal~ine 

slopes . Joth ing compares with the exper:ence o ~ gliding softly through 
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snowy glades o r cutting a~gressively th r ou gh ~onstrous ~oguls. 

At Snow 3owl, how ever, the thrill of skiing is ~ore _ike t~ e joy 

of rush hour traffic . The few beginning and inter~ed~a~e areas ~~a t 

exist at Snow Bowl become very cro~ded very quickly and skiers without 

the necessary expertise flee to the expert slopes. mhere th ey oeco~e 

hazard s as well as experiencing them . Out of control on precipitous , 

narrow slopes, th ese skiers c rash into others or onto th e sn ow, leaving 

an obstacle course of clothing and equ~pment strewn beh ind f or tho se 

who rightfully belong on tho se trails to negotiate. 
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Skier safety is only one component of the skiing expe rience, 

howev er. The vision of skiing is occluded by congested slopes , L5 - minu t e 

lift lines, and bad cafeteria food. And if fig~ting th e crowds on the 

slopes and in lift lines doe sn' t bring apprehension to the heart of a 

skier , driving home on the narrow, steep , icy Snow 3owl access road wi _l . 

Skiing is a recreational resource that is a t once ve r y scarce and 

ve ry much in demand in Arizona. Expansion of the Snow Bowl faci _ities 

would bring a lot of pleasu re to man y lives while causing very little 

environmental damage . 

Finally , it must be noted tha t legislat~on exist s which is pertinen t 

to the issues in the Snow Bowl c ontrovers y . ~he ~ultipl e Dse Sus~ained 

Yield Act of 1960 requires ~anage ment of public l a nd s ~ o r a dive rsi ty 

of pu rposes including re creati on and harvest of natura l res ources. 

The Na ti ve Ame rican Keligious Freedo m Act, unte sted i n court , was 

passed in 1978 to ensure that al l Am erican Indians have ~ h e f re edom 

to practice t heir religi on s . 

Thus the contro versy at Snow Bowl invo_ ve s conflict a mon g ~ie 

values of ~any types and gro ups of people . T ra deof~s have to be ~ade 

whi ch specifica lly value one gr oup ' s benefit re _ a t ive_~ ~ore than 
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others. ?or example , granting per~ission f o r expansion \voulc benefit 

the local economy and skiers from all over th e state. Remova_ of th e 

ski area would please the Indians in th e region and wilderness advocates 

everywhere . However , expansion and removal are only the ends of a 

continuum, the center of which includes many intermedia t e al t ernatives. 

The Forest Service must choose one alternative on this continuum 

after weighing t he values of all interested people. 

Please make you r own evaluation of this problem and decide what 

you think the Forest Service should do. De scribe your decision in 

det a il on the followi ng page, referring to the above description as 

much as you like . 
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I~dian ~elision 

~ot 

There is thunder in the San Francisco ?ea~s norti of ?lags~a~f . 

and it centers over the proposed expansion of skiing facilities loca~ed 

o~ Forest Service land . Since 1937 the Snow Bowl Ski Area, one of only 

two ski areas in Arizona , has provided recreation for Arizona skiers . 

?resently the 777 - acre area has 123 acres of ski trails which comfortably 

serve only 1475 skiers per day via one chairlift and several surface 

lifts . A narrow dirt road provides access .to the base of the area 

where a day lodge and cafeteria are located . A private co r poration 

~olds the lease to the land on which Snow Bowl is located . This corpor 

ation has submitted a request to the Forest Service to expand the 

leased area, add new chairlifts and trails, improve the access road , 

and eventually to build hotel and condominium accommodations . 

The Forest Service has the power to decide not only whether this 

request should be granted or denied but also whether ~o remove the ski 

area completely or to adopt any option between the extremes of removal 

and full development. The values of all the residents of Arizona , as 

well as those of local special interest groups, mu st be considered in 

this decision . 

There is no doubt that granting permission to expand Snow Bowl 

would provide benefits to the peo9le of Flagstaff and Arizona. Total 

revenue from operation of the ski facilities ranges from $400 ,000 in 

a ~oar skiing year to $1,500,000 in a good year . Other much needed 

economic benefits would be realized through the new jobs gene~ated by 

the expansion, increased tax revenue, ar.d reinvestment in Flagstaff 

and Arizona . 

~conomic benefits are not the only positive side effects of 



allowing the Snow 3owl expansion . 3xpansi on ~auld inc~ease t~e n~~ber 

of beginning and inter~ediate ski trai_s, b~inging a safer skiing 

experience for tho se with limited expertise . ~o re chairl:f ts wou_ ~ 

sho r ten the waiting time considerably . ? u rt he r~ore , many people use 

the Snow Bowl chairlifts in summertime for a pleasant cool ride or for 

access to hiking on Agassiz and Humphrey's Peaks above the ski area . 

However , others object to the existence of the present ski facil 

ities and oppose any expansion wha tsoever . Their ranks include envir 

onmentalists who point out that the unique ecology of these moun tains 

is home to several endangered species of wildflowers and to a variety 

of birds and mammals . They claim that the s ki area is an eyesore in 

an otherwise majestic mountain range . Furthermore, skiing and hiking 

cause erosion and may cause the sparkling air and water of the mountain 

slopes to become polluted . 

But it is not just pristine water that flows from the slopes of 

the San Francisco Peaks , it is the life-giving spirit of a people . 

Ove rshad owing all other issues in this controversy is the fact that 

the San Fra~cisco Peaks are considered sacred by both the ~avajo and 

nopi Indians . 

For the Hopi, the Peaks are home to the Kachina s . The Kachinas 

are the Cloud People , the ancestral beings who are spirit messengers 
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from the Hopi to the supernatural beings who rule all life . The Hopi 

believe that protection of their sacred peaks from mechanical destruction 

will bring rain for t heir crops , health, and a long life . 3opis are 

told in childhood that a strong body will be assured by looking reveren tly 

toward the Peaks each morning and breathing the breath of the ~oun~ains . 

To di~turb the shrine of their Kachinas invites doom . 
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-=- ::,.e :·:2.. - .-s. ~ J , lD.:e :, ;--_~ :: o_?::_, :-,.a 'Je offered their supernatural beings, 

Eve::1~::1g 3oy e..::1i .:: veni::1g :::. :::-l, :.he prot ection of their mountain home in 

~x~ ~ 2..nge f or ~~e heal~ ~ e..::1d happiness of their people. To them, all 

of ::1a~u re, :~e ~ountai::1s, ri vers, and stars, are living beings. The 

:·Ja 'raj o are c :-: .::_ ld ren of :Ia t,u re and mak e contact with their sacred Peaks 

t~r ou gh songs and prayers sung daily and by gazing at the mountains on 

-;:, ~ e io riz o . ~e dicin e ~en ~rom both tribes travel to the slopes of 

t he San Fre.. ncisc o Pea ks ~o collect pine and spruce bark, or any of 

~undreds of he rbs which grow there , made sacred by their presence in 

t he ~orne of :,~e gods. : ~ ese plants are used for life-giving medicines 

an d i n vital ri t uals and ~agic . 

To these Indians t he be nefits of expansion for skiers or for the 

_ocal econo~y seem pa_e in comparis on to the necessity of maintaining 

:. he sac re d ~ o TJe of their god s. Vio lation of t?e sanctity of these 

~ o untain s ~ou ld dim the ~ires of the ir beliefs in lives already dimmed 

by _? overty and op pressi on . 

Legisle..~io n has been passed which explicitly protects the flames 

o f Indian ::- eligi ous beliefs . The Native American Religious Freedom 

Ac t ~as passed i n 1978 t ensu re that all American Indians have the 

freedom t ? ::'~ ctice thei r r eli gi ons. But this law has not yet been 

~~s:,ed in cou rt and fa_es challenge by one which has. The Multiple Use 

3ust,ained ~=-eld Act of 96 requires management of public lands for 

a i:_'lersi ty G i pu rp oses :ncludin g recreation and harvest of natural 

!ius ~ ~ e cont ro versy at Snow Bowl involves conflict among the 

? a: ~ es of ~a::1 y types e..ni groups of people. Tradeoffs have to be made 

~~=-~h spe cif:_cally va_ue c ~e group's benefit relatively more than 
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others. For exa mpl e, gran ting permission f o r expansi on ~a uld benefi t 

the local econ omy and s kiers fr o m al l ov er th e s t a t e. ~ e moval o f th e 

ski area would please t h e Indians in t h e region and wil d erness ad vo ca t es 

everywhere. However, expansion and removal are onl y t he ends of a 

continuum, the center o f which includes many intermediate al t ernatives. 

The Forest Service must choose one alternative on this continuu m 

~fter weighing t he values of all interested people. 

Please make your own evaluation of this problem and decide what 

you think the Forest Service should do . Describe your decision in 

detail on the following page , referring to the above descrip t ion as 

much as you like. 



~ilderness 

~ot 

There is thunder in the San Franc~sco ?eaks north o f ?lagsta:f, 
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and it centers over the proposed expansion of skiing facilities located 

on Forest Service land. Since 1937 the Snow Bowl Ski Area, one of only 

t wo sk~ areas in Arizona, has provided recreation for Arizona skiers. 

Presently the 777 - acre area has 123 acres of ski trails which comfortably 

serve only 1475 skiers per day via one chairlift and several surface 

lifts. A narrow dirt road provides access to the base of th e area 

where a day lodge and cafeteria a r e locat~d . A private co~poration 

holds the lease to the land on which Snow Bowl is located. This corpor 

ation has submitted a request to the Forest Service to expand the 

leased area , add new chairlifts and trails , improve the access road , 

and eventually to build hotel and condominium accommodations. 

The Forest Service has the power to decide not only whether this 

request should be ~ranted or denied but also whether to remove the ski 

area completely or to adopt any option between the extremes of removal 

and full development . The values of all the residents of Arizona , as 

well as those of local special interest groups, mu st be considered in 

th is decision . 

There is no doubt that granting permission to expand Snow Bowl 

would provide benefits to the people of Flagstaff and Ariz ona. motal 

revenue from ope rati on of the ski facilities ranges f r om 54 00 , 000 in 

a poor skiing ;ear to $1 ,500, 000 in a good year . Othe r much needed 

economic benefits would be realized through the new jobs generated by 

the expansion, increased tax revenue, and rein vest ment in ?lags~aff 

and Arizona . 

~conomic benefits are not the only positive side e:fects of 

a_ lowing th e Snow aowl expansion . ~xpansi on would increase the numbe r 
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of beginning anj inter~ediate ski trails , bringing a safer skii~g 

exper:ence f or tho se ~ith li~ited expertise . ~ore chairlifts ~ a uld 

shorten the waiting t i~e considerably . ?urther~ore, ~a~ y people use 

the Snow Bowl chairlifts in summertime for a pleasant cool ride or for 

access to hiking on Agassiz and Humphrey's Peaks above the ski area. 

Howeve r, others object to the existence of the present ski facil

ities and oppose any expansion what soever. Their ranks include the 

Navajo and Hopi Indians for whom the lofty San Francisco PeaKs are the 

heart of religious beliefs and practices . Both tribes believe that 

these mountai11~ are the home of important supernatural beings. 

Because of thi .~ belief, rituals performed, and herbal medicines gathered 

in the Peaks a ~ · sume a special, sacred significance. Hopi and Navajo 

religious leade:s emphasize that any kind of mechanical disturbance 

of these slopes violates the sacred trust held by each tribe, and 

invites disaster . 

3ut development of the Snow Bowl Ski Area bodes ill not just 

f or the Indians of the region. Many enviro nmentalists and wilderness 

advocates share the belief that the presence of the ski area is 

disastrous, for reasons: equally spiritual out ecological rather t han 

religious reasons. The San Francisco Peaks form a forested island 

ec osystem towering above t he surrounding sea of desert terrain . These 

majestic peaks , snowcapped much of the year , were born in volcanic 

cha os. Their slopes, now covered with fir , spruce and aspen , are the 

home of elk , cougar and bear , eagle and falcon . If forced from their 

hom es , man y of these animals could not survive t h e rigors of the desert 

c l i mate below. In addition, several endangered species of ~ildflower 

are threatened by the illarch of progress . 

As impo rtan t as these concerns are, there is eve~ more at stake in 

~h ese ?eaks . Their :ragi l e ec o l ogy and towering ma j esty ha ve bec oce 
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sy~bols of ~ha t m~ gh t be, in a world of urban noise and dirt . ~as y 

access to these mountains, whether by a c~airl:ft or an i~proved r oad, 

would contribute to their defacement . Cutt ing trees for ski r~ns can 

cause significant erosion and even t ual pollution of pristine ~ountain 

streams. Further damage is done in summer by people who h iLe down these 

cleared areas after riding the chairlift t o the top, or by riders of 

off - road vehicles . The ski trails which already exist a t Snow 3owl 

are scars which can be seen for miles . The things that are most sought 

in the mountains , silence, solitude, pristine natural splendor , are 

threatened by the sheer quantity of people who use and will use the area . 

For many environmentalists wh a t is most disturbing about the pro 

posed expansion of Snow Bowl is the fact that it is probably unnecessary . 

Many excellent ski areas can be found close by in Utah, · Colorado, and 

even in Arizona . In fact if it were not for corporate greed , lift 

ticket sales and summer access might be · limited . For wilderness 

advocates , the request for permission to expand Snow Bowl has become 

a s ym bol of human greed and avarice which stands in stark contrast to 

the pristine beauty of th e natural world . 

Finall y , it must be noted that legislation exists ~hich is pertinent 

to the issues in the Snow Bowl controversy . mhe Na t ive Am erican Religious 

Freedom Act was passed in 197 8 to ensure that all American Indians have 

th e freedom to practice their religions . But this law has not yet been 

tested in court and faces challeng~ by one which has. The Multiple 

Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960 requires managemen t of public lands for 

a diversity of purposes including recreation and harvest of natural 

resources . 

Th us the controversy at Snow Bowl involves conflict a mong the 

values of many types and groups of people . Tradeoffs have to be ~ade 
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which specifically value one group 's benefit relatively more than 

others. ?or example, granting permission for expansion would benefit 

the local economy and skiers from all over the sta te . ~emoval of the 

ski area would please the Indians in the regi on and wilderness advocates 

everywhere . Ho wever, expansion and removal are only the ends of a 

continuum, the center of which includes many intermediate alternatives. 

The Forest Service must choose one alternative on thi s continuum 

after weighing the values of all interested people. 

Please make your own evaluation of this problem and decide what 

you think the Forest Service should do . Describe your decision in 

detail on the following page, referring to the above description as 

much as you like . 



APPENDIX B 
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In oart. the ouroose of this eXDeri~ent is to atudy the emo~ion ~nvclved 
in ~he ?roces~ o~ evaluating a ~roblem and in deciding ho~ to ~ solve ~t. 
This ~uestionnaire consists of a nu~oer of ~ords that iesc~ibe i~fe~en~ 
emoti6ns or feelings. Please indicate the extent to ~hich each ~ori 
desc~ibes how you felt while you were ~eading and evalua~ins t~e ?roole~ 
described in the previous pages. Use the scale below to deter~ine ~he 
degree to which you experienced each emotion. 

o 2 3 4 5 
not 
at all 

6 7 8 ? 10 
very 

strongly 
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In deciding on your answer to a given item. consider the feeling connot d 
by that word. Then. for example. if you felt that way very strongly ~h le 
evaluating the Snow Bowl controversy you would write a 10 next to that tem. 
Or if you experienced that emotion only slightly you ~ould write a i ~r • 
and ao on. Work at a good pac~; the first answer you decide on for a 
given item is probably the most valid. 

1 • calm 22. anxious 

2. delighted 23. nervous 

3. downhearted 24. disgusted 

4. surprised 25. joyful 

5. confident 26. upset 

6. fatigued 27. blameworthy 

7. jittery 28. tense 

8. attentive 29. alert 

9. scared 30. 'N'or:-ied 

10. enraged 3" discouraged 

11 . happy 32. regretful 

12. scornful 33. sleepy 

13. pleasant 34. afraid 

14. concentrating 35. interested 

1 5. content 36. distressed 

16. amazed 37. emotional 

17. fearful 38. enthusiastic 

18. sluggish 39. hostile 

19. angry 4.0. excited 

20. sad 4" ashar::ed 

21. guilty 42. 9.nno J'ea 



In the description of the Snow 30wl controversy i~ was noted t~a 
continuum from removal to excansion might be used to descri~~ de _ ions 
on the controversy. This continuum is represented below. ~.eas ~inE. 
about your decision and place an I wherever you think Jour decis J 

falls on the continuum below. 

remove 
completely 

leave 
as is 

total 
expansion 

!he remainder of the questions on this page are a test of the amount cf 
the material presented on the Snow Bowl concroversy that you remember. 
Please circle the letter(s) next to the correct answer or answers .. 

1. Direct revenue from the Snow Bowl Ski Area ranges from: 
a. $200,000 to $800,000 
b. $400,000 to $1,500,000 
c. $350,000 to $2,500,000 

2. Which Indian tribes below are affected by the Snow Bowl controversy? 
a. Navajo 
b. Papago 
c. Hooi 
d. Acache 
e. Pima 

3. How many major ski areas are there in Arizona? 
a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 

4. Snow Bowl is located in: 
a. the San Agassiz Peaks 
b. the San Francisco Peaks 
c. the Humphrey Mountains 
d. the 'ilhite Mountains 

5. Which of the following laws were discussed as being pertinent to the 
Snow Bowl controversy? 
a. National ~nvironmental Policy Act 
b. Native American Religious Freedom Act 
c. Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act 
d. ~ilderness Act 

6. The mountains in which Snow 30wl is located are the home of several 
endangered species of: 
a. birds, mammals and plants 
b. birds and mammals 
c. birds and plants 
d. i'Jlants 
e. none of the above 

7. Exoansion of Sno· ... Bowl , ... ·ould mean better skiing because of: 
a.' shorter lift line s 
b. greater '/arie ty of ski trail s 
c. lower prices for~ lift tickets 
d. band c above 
e. a and b above 
~ all of the above 
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Environ~ental Attitude Survey 

Instructions: nead each item below and then use the sca~e below 
to find the number that corresponds to the extent ~o which you 
agree or disagree with that statement. Place that number on the 
line next to each ieem. 

disagree 
strongly 

disagree 
somewhat 

3 

agree 
somewhat 

a C',...Oj.:l 

str;~gi; 

1. I'd be willing to ride a bicycle or take the bus to work 
in order to reduce air pollution. 

2. I guess I've never actually bought a product because it had 
a lower polluting effect. 

3. I feel people worry too much about pesticides on food. 

4. I would probably never join a group or club which is con
cerned solely with ecological issues. 

5. I keep track of my congressman's and senator's voting 
records on environmental issues. 

6. It frightens me to think that much of the food I eat is 
contaminated with pesticides. 

7. I would be willing to use a rapid transit system to help 
reduce air pollution. 

8. I have never written a congressman concerning pollution 
problems. 

9. It genuinely infuriates me to think that the gover~ment 
doesn't do more to help control pollution of the environment. 

10. I'm not willing to give up driving on a weekend due to a 
smog alert. 

11. I have contacted a community agency to find out what I can 
do about pollution. 

12. I feel fairly indifferent to the statement: "':'he ·.;orld 
will be dead in 40 years if we don't remake the enVironment:" 

13. I'm really not willing to go out of ~y way to jo much about 
environmental pollution since thae's the government's job. 

14. I don't make a special effort to buy products in recyclable 
containers. 

15. I become angry when I think about the harm being done to 
plant and animal life by pollution. 
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16. I would donate a day's pay to a ~oundation ~o ~elp 
i~prove the environment. 

17. I have attended a meeting of an organization speci~ical:J 
concerned with bettering the environment. 

18. I'm usually not bothered by so-called "noise oollution." 

19. I would be willing to stop buying products from companies 
guilty of polluting the environment. even though it ~ight 
be inconvenient. 

20. I have switched products for ecological reasons. 

21. I get depressed on smoggy days. 

22. I'd be willing to write my congressman concerning envir
onmental problems. 

23. I have never participated in a cleanup drive. 

24. ~hen I think of the ways industries are polluting. I get 
frustrated and angry. 

25. I probably wouldn't go from house to house to distriouoe 
literature on the environment. 

26. I have never attended a meeting related to the environment. 

27. The whole pollution issue has never upset me too ~uch since 
I feel it's somewhat overrated. 

28. I would not be willing to pay a oollution tax even if it 
would considerably decrease the ~ir pollution problem. 

29. I subscribe to one or more environmental publications. 

30. I rarely ever worry about the effects of environmental 
pollution on myself or my family. 

31. I would be willing to volunteer some time to help improve 
the quality of the environment. 

32. I regularly recycle newspapers. glass. or aluminum cans. 

33. I feel sad when I see or hear about damage to the envir
onment. 

Thank you for your help with this research. If you have any comments. 
complaints. or suggestions. please write them on the back of this 
sheet. If you have questions about the research. the experimenter 
will be happy to answer them now. 

2 
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